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frican Seed Trade Association is a not-for-profit
membership association formed in 2000 to
champion interests of private seed companies
in Africa. It is registered in Kenya as an International
Organization with an office for West Africa in Dakar,
Senegal. Currently, the Association has about 100
members comprising seed companies and National
Seed Trade Associations, among others.

Mission
To promote trade in quality seed and technologies
in Africa for the benefit of members and farmers
Vision
To be the principal organization at the centre of
achieving sustainable food security through use of
quality seed for improved livelihoods in Africa
Objectives
The objectives of AFSTA are to:
1. Promote the trade in quality seeds;
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2. Strengthen communication with African seed
industries and with the world;
3. Facilitate establishment of national seed trade
associations in Africa;
4. Provide information to members;
5. Interact with regional governments and NGOs
involved in seed activities in order to promote
the interests of the private seed industry;
6. Promote activities that lead to regulatory
harmonization throughout Africa to facilitate
movement of seed; and
7. Develop a statistical database on African seed
production and trade.
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Known-You Seed is a professional seed
company engaging in breeding, production
and marketing of hybrid vegetable seeds
for nearly 50 years. Our crop range covers
most of cucurbit, solaniceae, sweet corn,
papaya and also crucifers. Our sales
network covers around 90 countries around
the world.

PAPAYA
“RED LADY”

www.knownyou.com
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Word from the President

T

he African Seed Magazine had been produced
for the last 6 years to inform the seed stakeholders
at large and AFSTA members in particular about
hot topics in the African seed industry. I am pleased
that this 6th edition, which coincides with the 20th
anniversary of AFSTA, will highlight key features of the
association during its 20 years of existence together
with other important topics for the seed industry.
Looking back at 2019, in line with the AFSTA strategic
plan, AFSTA continued its efforts to carry out activities
that strengthen seed trade in the continent to improve
access to quality seed by farmers.
The African seed industry was faced with various
challenges including climate change and new emerging
pests such as fall armyworm, among others, that have
caused heavy losses. AFSTA has therefore seized
every opportunity to urge breeders to develop superior
varieties that would do better under severe climatic
conditions and resistant to abiotic and biotic stresses.
A workshop on seed treatment was organized at the
occasion of the AFSTA congress 2019 in Mombasa to
specifically address this dangerous pest.
The AFSTA position paper on Intellectual Property
Rights (IPR) was revised and approved by the General
Assembly in March 2019 in Mombasa, Kenya. AFSTA
strongly supports Plant Variety Protection (PVP) as a way
to give incentives to the breeders and to secure return on
their investment in plant breeding, which is costly. AFSTA
also joined hands with the African Regional Intellectual
Property Organization (ARIPO), the African Intellectual
Property Organization (OAPI) and the International
Union for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants (UPOV)
to promote the PVP by sensitizing the stakeholders on its
importance for the seed industry i.e. for agriculture and
the livelihood of farmers in the continent.
Since the phytosanitary aspect is one of the barriers
for the seed trade, AFSTA organized a regional
workshop on International Standard for Phytosanitary
Measures 38 (ISPM 38) for National Plant Protection
Organizations (NPPOs) from 15 selected countries from
Eastern and Southern Africa to sensitize them about its
implementation with a view to facilitating seed trade
in the region. A similar workshop would be organized
this year for the NPPOs of selected countries from
Western and Central Africa. At the AFSTA congress
2020, an interesting discussion will take place during
a plenary session with the participation of the Secretary
General of the International Seed Federation (ISF),
the representative of the International Plant Protection
Convention (IPPC), the Director of the Inter African

Mr. Riadh Gabsi
President | AFSTA

Phytosanitary Council of the African Union (IAPSC-AU)
and the representative of the private seed sector as
panelists.
I am pleased that the implementation of the harmonized
seed regulations at the level of the Regional Economic
Communities (RECs) that are meant to promote crossborder seed trade made significant progress during
2019. AFSTA has attended workshops on their
implementation to voice the concerns of the African
seed industry and practical guidance on its use by the
private seed sector.
The International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for
Food and Agriculture (ITPGRFA) was one of the topics
at heart for AFSTA. Indeed, AFSTA participated in
various regional and international meetings with other
seed organisation to make the position of the seed
industry heard during negotiations at the eighth session
of its Governing Body among others. The AFSTA
position paper on Farmers Rights was also submitted
to the Secretariat of the International Treaty (IT). At
the AFSTA congress 2020, the Secretary of the IT will
make a presentation on the latest developments on the
phytosanitary measures for the seed industry with focus
on the African context.
Considering the importance of vegetables, AFSTA
forged a partnership in 2019 with the World Vegetable
Center (The WorldVeg) to set up the “African Vegetable
Breeding Consortium” (AVBC) whose inaugural
workshop took place from 11th to 13th March 2019 in
Arusha, Tanzania.
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It was an opportunity for the seed
companies that joined the consortium
to access germplasm available at the
WorldVeg to improve and enhance
their breeding activities with a view
to satisfying their diversified clients’
needs. This initiative will continue
in 2020 and I take this opportunity
to urge seed companies to join the
AVBC.
AFSTA adopted its position paper on
Plant Breeding Innovation (PBI) and
promoted it through various forums
and media channels. In addition, a
training on PBI was held in Nairobi
in October 2019 for the AFSTA
board members and staff.
AFSTA also participated in national
workshops on drafting the genome
editing regulations in Kenya and
Nigeria. Considering its importance,
a topic on PBI has been included in
one of the plenary sessions of the
AFSTA congress 2020.

With
support
from
Crop
Life
International
(CLI),
the
biotechnology outreach in Malawi,
Ghana, Nigeria and Burkina Faso
continued yielding very good
results. We thank the National
Seed Trade Associations in these
countries for their engagement.
The AFSTA Committees and the
Special Interest Groups (SIGs) on
“Vegetables” and “Field Crops”,
which have been very active, played
an important role in achieving the
AFSTA objectives.
I wish to take this opportunity to
thank them for their hard work and
commitments. I wish to thank all AFSTA
technical and financial partners and
supporters that helped us register
these achievements during 2019 and
hope that we will be together again
in 2020.

Special thanks also go to the AFSTA
Board members for their strong
support in managing AFSTA as a
whole and to the AFSTA Staff.
Overall, 2019 has been a busy
year for AFSTA and marked with
success stories in the AFSTA priority
areas as defined by the AFSTA
strategic plan.
I do hope that we will continue on
this positive trajectory under a new
strategic plan to be developed in
2020.
I wish you happy reading of this
6th edition of the African Seed
Magazine and most importantly a
successful and memorable AFSTA
congress 2020.
Better Seed Better Life!

Antitrust guidelines for AFSTA’s

A

ll AFSTA meetings bring together competitors in the
seed trade to discuss industry concerns. Therefore,
it is absolutely necessary to comply with national
and international antitrust laws. Whereas some activities
among competitors are both legal and beneficial to the
industry, such gatherings of competitors are inherently
treated as suspect under most antitrust laws. Antitrust
laws do not require agreements or combinations among
competitors to be necessarily formal in order to raise
questions. It may include any kind of formal or informal
understanding, secretive or public, under which each of
the participants can reasonably expect that another will
follow a particular course of action.
All participants in any AFSTA meetings are responsible
for ensuring that topics, which may give an appearance
of an agreement that would violate any antitrust law, are
not discussed. It is the responsibility of each participant
to avoid raising improper subjects for discussion. These
guidelines have been prepared to ensure that participants
in any AFSTA meeting are aware of their obligations.
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The dos and dont’s presented below highlight only the
most basic antitrust principles. Each participant in any
AFSTA meeting should be thoroughly familiar with his or
her responsibilities under antitrust laws and should seek
counsel for specific situations, interpretations or advice.

Word from the Secretary General

A

journey of a thousand miles, say the Chinese, begins with one step. This saying,
more than any other that can be used to describe births of great ideas, does fit
perfectly into our journey at The African Seed Trade Association. When AFSTA was set
up by its forefathers, little did we imagine the shape and achievements it would boast of
twenty years down the line. By that time, we were only trying to be brave in our dreams.
Our dream at that time was to bring the African Seed Sector together. Today, the dream
has been turned into a reality and we are today 20 years old!
Looking back at documents which articulate the birth of this association, one notices that
the initial objective of the association was to improve communication by dissemination
of seed information and organizing annual meetings. It feels awesome for me to witness
the association celebrate twenty years of existence this year with this objective, though a
little bit edited, has remained the same with tremendous achievements. The association’s
activities and interventions have lived up to its expectations and has remained relevant
in the lives of its members and to the seed sector in general by prioritizing this objective.
Apart from AFSTA celebrating two decades of existence, I take great pleasure in noting
that this magazine, now in its sixth year of publication, has continuously disseminated
information to the seed sector backed by other communication tools such as the E-Review
and Flash News. These tools speak, in one way or another to the objective too. Our
social media has also followed suit becoming very vibrant and contributing immensely
to improving communication among our members and partners.

Mr. Justin Rakotoarisaona

Secretary General | AFSTA

Today we pay tribute to the forefathers of AFSTA who, in their wisdom, unanimously decided to establish the association to ensure
a good dialogue between African countries through use of English and French, a practice that we have continued to carry on with
by consistently publishing this magazine in the two languages.
As I end, I urge all our members and readers to continuously utilize the magazine to share experiences each of us encounter in
our lines of duty.
I thank all the authors of the articles, partners, advertisers, the AFSTA Board and everyone who actively participated in the
production of this sixth edition of The African Seed Magazine.

Meetings, Dos & Don’ts
Dos
1. Have a written agenda and adhere to it for all
		meetings.
2. Prepare minutes of all meetings and object
		 if they do not accurately reflect discussions
		 and actions taken.
3. Consult with legal counsel on all antitrust
		 questions relating to meetings.
4. Protest against any discussions or activities which
		 appear to violate antitrust laws; disassociate
		 yourself from any such discussions or activities and
		 leave any meeting in which they persist.

Don’ts
1. Do not, in fact or appearance, discuss or exchange
		 information regarding products or services,
		including.
		 (a) Individual company prices, price changes, price
		 differentials, mark-ups, discounts, allowances,
		 credit terms, etc., or data that bear on price, such
		 as costs, production, capacity, inventories, sales,
		among others.

		
		

(b) Industry pricing policies, price levels,
price changes, differentials, among others.

		 (c) Changes in industry production, capacity
		or inventories.
		 (d) Bids on contracts for particular products
		 and services; procedures for responding to
		bid invitations.
		 (e) Plans by individual companies concerning
		 design, production, distribution or
		 marketing of particular products, including
		 proposed territories or customers.
		 (f) Matters relating to actual or potential
		 individual customers or suppliers that might
		 have the effect of excluding them from any
		 market or of influencing the business conduct
		 of firms toward such suppliers or customers.
2. Do not discuss or exchange information
		 regarding the above matters during social
		 gatherings incidental to meetings, even in
		jest.
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The International Seed Federation and the South African National Seed Organization warmly invite you to the
ISF World Seed Congress 2020 in Cape Town, South Africa, from 8 – 10 June. Enjoy the generosity of our people,
with the “I am, because we are” spirit of ubuntu against the unforgettable backdrop of the South African landscape.

w w w.worldseedcongress.com
Organizers
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Editor’s Note

I

n our previous editions of the African Seed
Magazine, we have urged African governments
to strategically support the seed sector. We have
demonstrated that this sector is the engine that drives
agriculture although not much attention was being
given to it.
Today, we are happy to note that various governments
in Africa strongly support the sector having recognized
that the future economic well being of the continent
relies heavily on the performance of agriculture.
While governments have shown great promise and
are providing conducive environments, we continue
to implore upon them to ceaselessly protect and work
with the seed sector.
The United Nations General Assembly has declared
2020 as the International Year of Plant Health (IYPH).
We in the seed sector should heed to this call because
plant health starts with seed health. Seed health is an
integral part of the seed sector’s daily business: seeds
are routinely tested to prevent or control plant pests
and pathogens that may affect seed quality, seed
movement, and their introduction into new territories.
The world takes seriously conversations on plant
health because plants are the source of the oxygen
we breathe, the food we eat, and ultimately of all life
on earth. Despite their importance, we hardly pay
enough attention to keeping them healthy. Protecting
plant health can help end hunger, reduce poverty,
protect the environment, and boost economic
development.

Mr. Aghan Daniel
Editor | AFSTA

As we think of how best to roll out our campaigns or
interventions, some key facts are worth a revisit. One
– plants make up 80 per cent of the food we eat yet
we produce 98 per cent of the oxygen we breather.

Two – the annual value of trade in agricultural products
has grown almost threefold over the past decade,
largely in emerging economies and developing
countries, reaching USD 1.7 trillion. FAO estimates
that agricultural production must rise by 60 per cent
by 2050 in order to feed a larger and generally
richer population.

Whereas we laud the call by the UN to bring this
matter into the conversation this year, we know that Plant health must also concern us because plant pests
it can only bear fruits all over Africa with strong are responsible for losses of up to 40 per cent of food
crops globally, and for trade losses in agricultural
backing from the National Governments.
products worth over USD 220 billion each year.
That said, government need to allocate more
resources to plant health institutions, or convincing These facts do, to a large extent justify the need for
farmers to adopt sustainable pest management governments and the seed sector to put their minds
practices. They also need to raise global awareness and resources together to ensure that all our plants
on how protecting plant health can help end hunger, remain healthy.
reduce poverty, protect the environment, and boost
economic development.
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Interview

In this edition, we interview AFSTA Out-going President
Mr. Riadh Gabsi

Mr. Riadh Gabsi
President | AFSTA

Q: Please tell us about your experience
and involvement in the seed industry.

My background is in Economics.
My first job was in the Agro-inputs
in 1989. I have been active in the
seed business (vegetables in Tunisia)
for more than 25 years. I have been
the President of the Tunisian Seed
Association since 2011. I joined the
AFSTA Board 7 years ago and I am
also a Board Member of ISF and a
member of its committee for Trade
and Arbitration rules (TARC).

Q: From your perspective, how has the seed
industry in Africa evolved over this period?

Generally, the seed industry in Africa
has made tremendous efforts in
catching up with the evolution of the
global seed industry so that it does
not lag behind in profiting by the
progress made on seed innovation.
I can mention as an example the
Plant Breeding Innovation (PBI),
which is an important tool to develop
superior varieties in shorter time than
conventional breeding methods. This
definitely allows the continent to avail
to farmers in Africa more choices
on better varieties to address the
challenges of climate change that
is already a reality and to meet the
demand of its highly diversified agroecological zones.
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The African seed industry also
strengthens cooperation with various
regional and international seed
organizations in order to align its
position with the regional and global
seed industry with a view to joining
hands with them to create and
maintain an enabling environment for
various aspects of the seed business.
The mergers and acquisitions have
impacted seed trade in Africa with
less but stronger multinational and
regional seed companies that coexist in harmony with the small and
medium seed companies to serve
farmers. The trend is that farmers in
Africa are used to planting quality
seed implying that seed market has
continued to increase significantly
calling upon seed companies to invest
more in seed production.
More and more seed companies from
outside the continent have come to
operate in Africa considering its high
potential for seed production and
seed market especially vegetable
seed either through partnership with
their counterparts in the continent or
direct involvement.
Finally, some African countries have
embraced online systems including
seed certification and phytosanitary
measures (e-Phyto), rationalizing the
time between the seed production
and seed delivery to farmers and
facilitating cross-border seed trade.

Q: Looking back at your tenure as the
President of AFSTA, are there some
milestones, events or issues that stand
out for you?

The milestones can be measured
mainly based on the implementation
of the three-year (2018 to 2020)
AFSTA strategic plan. I am pleased
to report that it has brought positive
changes in the association. This is
due to the fact that the Board, various
AFSTA committees, special interest
groups and AFSTA Secretariat have
been engaged to effectively play
their respective roles towards the
achievement of the AFSTA objectives;

A general sensitization on the fact against
FAW and MNLD has been regularly
conducted involving various stakeholders
such as policy makers, CGIARs, chemical
companies, etc. FAO also financially and
technically helped a few countries hit
by FAW to individually design the fight
against this problem.
There is need to continue taking up more
research to breed resistant varieties
to FAW and MNLD (CIMMYT is very
active in breeding resistant varieties).
AFSTA teamed up with various
organizations (OAPI, ARIPO, GNIS,
UPOV, ECOWAS, AATF, etc.) to
promote the implementation of PVP
and considers it as one of the strategic
areas in its strategic plan. More and
more organizations are supporting
the promotion of the PVP including the
European Union who are funding a
project implemented by OAPI.
In Africa, private breeding should be
motivated by promoting an efficient
and actionable Plant Variety Protection
to ensure a return on the heavy
investment in variety development.
This has been proven to work for the
high value crops such as flowers and
vegetables. In October 2018, AFSTA
organized a successful Workshop
on the PVP in which more than 15
African countries were represented;
At regional economic community
level, AFSTA has been very active
in urging the RECs to implement the
harmonized seed regulations and
availed to the RECs its technical
support. At national level, concerted
efforts among National Seed Trade
Associations to advocate for their
respective countries to domesticate
the harmonized regional seed
regulations as a matter of urgency
has been done.
AFSTA has been working on the
sensitization of the countries to give
science-based facts on GMOs within
the framework of a CLI-funded project
for the last 5 years and started
bearing fruits.

AFSTA position paper on Modern
Biotechnology is being updated to cater
for the latest developments. Through
national seed trade associations,
AFSTA urged governments to set
up more effective and efficient seed
regulations by investing in human
resource development and in seed
infrastructure. There should be
an extension system available for
farmers such as field visits and seed
fairs so that farmers can get exposed
to the new performing varieties. The
international community should be
requested to fund these seed control
agencies for good quality seed
traded in Africa.
AFSTA organized, in cooperation
with ISF and SANSOR, in October
2019, a workshop on the ISPM
38 and e-Phyto in which a number

of East African NPPO’s had been
invited to explain more about these
Phytosanitary measures.
The association encouraged each
and every institute and individual to
collectively fight fake seed on regular
basis. Human resources should be
built up and all seed companies must
adhere to a good code of ethics.
Technology has also been used to
fight against fake seeds such that
each seed bag having a label that has
number/code to be sent to a special
number using mobile telephony in
order to know if such a seed bag is
genuine seed. Project called “SeedAssure” implemented by various
seed stakeholders including AFSTA is
also under way to fight fake seed at
regional level.

AFSTA has had significant increased
membership. Indeed in the last 2
years, 16 new members have joined
AFSTA of which 4 are from West
Africa. It is also gratifying that West
African seed industry has been more
active in seed sector development
under the leadership of the “West
Africa” Committee.
To sum up, I have consistently
made efforts to strengthen the
cooperation with various seed
stakeholders including the regional
and international seed organizations
toward a better seed business
environment facilitating the seed
trade with a view to improving quality
seed supplying to farmers.

AFSTA Congress
2017

1 st - 4th Mar 2021
La Palmeraie Golf
Marrakech, Morocco
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Special Interest Groups
Growing from strength to strength
By Grace Gitu I gitu@afsta.org

Since the establishment of the SIGs
in 2013, AFSTA has effectively
engaged its members in addressing
pertinent technical issues that drive
the seed industry in Africa. Through
the two Special interest Groups
(SIGs) for Vegetable (SIGV) and Field
crops (SIGFC), AFSTA members have
identified crucial technical issues that
drive the African seed industry.
Membership to the unique groups
is free to all AFSTA members
through registration from the AFSTA
secretariat. The SIGs has been a
platform where members and nonmembers share impartial knowledge,
experiences, develop initiatives
together and expand networks on
their subjects of interests.
The SIGs are spearheaded by elected
committees of selfless members who
sacrifice their time and resources
to ensure seed trade matters of
common interest are addressed to
the best of their ability. The AFSTA
Board of Directors has been very
supportive to the SIGs developments
with keen interest as key service to
AFSTA Members.
Group members hold annual
meetings during the AFSTA congress
to discuss matters of common interest
and assign the committee the task of
seeking solutions to pertinent issues
impacting on effective seed trade in
Africa. The SIGs Committee embarks
on solution finding to tasks assigned
by members and report back during
the following annual meeting.

Photos: Google

Special Interest Groups Field
crops (SIGFC) Activities
This group address matters of
concern to seed trade of field crops
in Africa and beyond. In Africa,
the field crops seed industry face
many challenges which contribute
significantly to availability of quality
seed and consequently contributing
to food insecurity in the continent.
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The SIGFC has endeavoured
to address these challenges by
encouraging members to be a `Think
Tank’ for solutions to the issues.
Membership to the SIGFC has
grown from the initial 31 in 2013
to over 79 in 2019. This growth
is attributed to the selfless efforts
by the SIGFC committee and the
special attention given by the AFSTA
Board to facilitate the operations of
the group. In our line of duty, we
have had to deal with several issues
such as conducive environment for
seed business; Reduction/removal
of seed trade barriers as well as
with the seed industry Information
together with seed statistics. Apart
from that we have had to handle
phytosanitary
concerns
and
harmonized management of Maize
Lethal Necrosis Disease and Fall
army worm.
Implementation
of
Regional
harmonized seed trade regulations
in the East African Community,
COMESA, ECOWAS and SADC
have also been key to us even as
members also delve into issues of
recognition and granting of Plant
Variety Protection/ Plant Breeders
Rights. Not to be ignored have
been matters dwelling on Seed
Technologies; Genome editing,
biotechnology and climate change.
Lastly, of concern to us has been
the issue of low market attraction to
important food crops such as millet
and sorghum among others.

Grace Gitu

SIGV Activities

The Special Interest Group on
Vegetables’ (SIGV) emphasis is
on vegetable seed trade in Africa.
Membership to the group is growing
fast from the initial 23 in 2013 to
57 in 2019. Vegetable seed faces
unique challenges due to the nature
of the market mainly providing small
packages of imported seed with little
or no locally produced varieties.
The regulatory framework on
vegetable seed is poorly applied by
many national authorities in Africa.
The SIGV committee works hard to
deal with many abiotic and biotic
challenges as presented by members
during their annual meetings.
Superior germplasm for vegetable
breeding in Africa, postharvest
losses, phytosanitary concerns, seed
statistics, trade ethics and arbitration
are some of the pertinent issues
tasked to the committee by members.

Special
Interest
Achievements

Groups

Committed SIGV and SIGFC
committees
spearheading
the
activities have had great support
from enthusiastic SIGs members
who actively participate in the
annual meetings. The members have
demonstrated full interest to engage
themselves in promoting trade in
quality seed in Africa.
Our success has also been
manifested in expert speakers who
have enlightened SIGs members
on topical issues during meetings
and workshops. Topics so far
covered include management of
Maize Lethal Necrosis Disease,
Fall Army worm, vegetable seed
market pathways, biotechnology
and regional harmonization of seed
trade regulation.
Our other achievements include
collaboration in initiatives such
as Africa Vegetable Breeding
Consortium with World Vegetable
Centre, Plant variety protection and
ISPM 38 trainings.
Collaboration has also been
extended to AFSTA position papers;
vegetable seeds regulations, fake
seed trade and seed subsidies and
Plant Breeding Innovation. AFSTA
outreach programs with stakeholders
have also been a key score to this
group. This has helped us to create
visibility and enable expansion of
networks for members with Syngenta
Foundation on trainings, agricultural
universities among others.

Members of special interest groups discuss an issue at the 2019 congress

Way Forward

SIGs endeavors to expand
membership and strengthen SIGs
committees to address assigned
tasks more effectively. We also
look forward to an improved SIGs
influence on regulatory framework
to facilitate seed business in Africa.
Further, we would like to bring more
expert speakers on topical issues to
enlighten SIGs members on critical
technical areas. Finally we plan to
expand collaboration with relevant
stakeholders for improved service.

Benefits of joining AFSTA
Special Interest Groups

Let me end this article by stating
that there are numerous benefits
that membership to Special Interest
Groups at AFSTA accrue. These
include provision of a forum which
brings together members with
interests in specific crops.
Second, the forum provides a
limitless resource in terms of
sharing of seed trade knowledge
and experiences; exploring seed
business opportunities, addressing
seed policy issues through group
action and access to impartial seed
information.

The author is the technical officer
AFSTA

A Kenya Seed Company official explains to a show goer how they grow vegetable seed.
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Others include leveraging on policy
change that enables seed business
and finally being part of the team
raises not just AFSTA’s visibility
but yours as well amongst seed
stakeholders.

A YEAR OF FIRSTS:
Breakthrough as Malawi plants first Bt cotton
By Aghan Daniel I daghan@afsta.org

In a year that saw three different
GM crops commercialized
in
Africa, our biotechnology program
played a key role to become part of
the success story.
The Malawi story stands out. The
government, through the Director
of Agricultural Research Services
(DARS) and the Director of the
National Council for Science and
Technology expressed willingness to
continue to support the technology
beyond commercialisation of the Bt
cotton. In our engagement with the
Minister of Agriculture, Irrigation and
Water Development, Honourable
Kondwani Nankhumwa, it is clear
that Biotech has the government’s
backing all through.
The Minister told our team
comprising board members of the
Seed Trade Association of Malawi
(STAM) that his government will not
relent on its efforts to support the
technology. During the meeting, it
was noted that whereas Bt cotton
was at the commercialisation stage,
work on Bt cowpea, maize and
plantain still needed the ministry’s
attention and intervention.
Nigeria
commercialized
the
first food crop in the region, Bt
Cowpea. The association, Seed
Entrepreneurs
Association
of
Nigeria (SEEDAN) stated its
support for the technology as was
published in an elaborate article
carried by Alliance For Science.

Seeds are the basic unit of farming but
we can’t produce quality seeds without
science and agricultural research, which
are critical in seed development,”

Consisting primarily of private
seed companies, SEEDAN is a
prominent member of the African
Seed Trade Association (AFSTA)
and an influential voice among its
roughly 100 members across the
continent.
Given that Nigeria has adopted
GM technology to enhance
agricultural production, Adigun
told the Alliance for Science that
stakeholders within the seed
industry need to work together to
develop a market that can harness
the benefits of GM technology.
In Ghana, the National Seed Trade
Association, mobilized its members
to an Annual General Meeting held
in August 2019 where the members
resoundingly showed support for

the technology following renewed
and energized engagements by
AFSTA since January.
In Burkina Faso, three leading seed
companies, NAFASO, EPAM AND
FAGRI, came out strongly in support
of the technology more boldly than
ever before. Being the three leading
lights in the country’s seed trade
and production landscape.
AFSTA made deliberate efforts for
one on one engagements together
with provision of information and
on line engagements to give them
an opportunity to express what they
wanted to see done for the seed
sector to fully accept the technology.

“Seeds are the basic unit of farming
but we can’t produce quality seeds
without science and agricultural
research, which are critical in
seed development,” said Stephen
Oludapo Adigun of SEEDAN,
the country’s national seed trade
association in an interview with a
journalist from the Alliance.
MALAWIAN agriculture scientists Doctor Gondwe (right) and Jessie Mvula in the cotton field
where genetically modified cotton is being tested. PICTURE: PHILIP KAMBAFWILE
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A cotton field: Farmers in Malawi planted the first crop of BT Cotton last November

This resulted in the companies
making public pronouncements on
their support for the technology.
According to the Managing Director
of FAGRI, Mr. Issaka Kolga and
who is also the President of ANESBF, the country is hungry for GM
food products. He said that under
his leadership, the association shall
work hard to ensure that Bt. cotton
returns to the farmers.
He says that the missing link is
information noting that people
associate Burkina Faso with Bt. cotton
but they forget that food crops are key
to fighting hunger and malnutrition.
ANES-BF plans a series of activities
highlight the suffering of farmers
to demonstrate that Burkina Faso
needs food crops such as maize,
Cowpea and sweet potato. “It is
sad that the materials that have been
commercialized in Nigeria are from
Burkina Faso,” he added.
Mr Kolga noted that they want to
demonstrate to the citizens that the story
coming out of Europe of rejection is a
fallacy. He noted that they sell their animal
products which they feed on GMO feeds.

The Managing Director for
NAFASO, Mr. Abdoulaye
Sawadogo, said that he supports
biotechnology and that his resolve
is based on the fact he started a
seed company to feed his parents.
That resolve has continued and
he has turned it into feeding the
country.
In an effort to ensure that AFSTA,
as a neutral body, continued to
effectively remain a platform to
improve seed industry knowledge
and support for plant biotechnology,
the association revised its position
paper on biotechnology.

Among other highlights, the revised
position paper alludes to the fact
that modern plant biotechnology
has proven useful in improving
yields, both directly and indirectly
(through improving plant tolerance
to various biotic and abiotic
stresses), and nutritional quality
of crops, whilst impacting on
the environment in a number of
beneficial ways, such as increasing
the adoption of environmentally
beneficial
conservation
tillage
practices, which help improve soil
and water quality, and decreasing
the use of pesticides.

In Burkina Faso, three leading seed
companies, NAFASO, EPAM AND FAGRI,
came out strongly in support of the technology
more boldly than ever before. Being the three
leading lights in the country’s seed trade and
production landscape.
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SPECIAL REPORT
Africa holds the promise of better fortunes for
Soybean production - Experts
By Aghan Daniel I daghan@afsta.org

Africa needs to invest in Soybean
cultivation as it has large tracts of
land that are suitable for growth of
the crop and to slay the current poor
production, a team of researchers
has said.

Soybean is the most important legume
crop worldwide and is grown mainly
for its protein and oil rich seed, yet
soybean production in Africa has
largely lagged behind the increases
made in the western hemisphere.

In an article appearing in the
peer reviewed African Journal for
Food, Agriculture, Nutrition, and
Development (ajfand) Number 5 of
2019, the two authors, Dr. Brian Diers
and Dr. Andrew Scaboo decry that
even top soybean producing countries
in Africa, other than South Africa, have
witnessed very minimal yield gains
over the last 55 years, especially when
compared to the USA and Brazil.

Despite the current productivity
limitations, the researchers, citing
various studies, note that Africa holds
tremendous potential for increasing
sustainable soybean production,
even in the face of a changing global
climate. They further note that a
survey completed in 2010, reported
that there were only 13.2 full-time
equivalent staff engaged in soybean
improvement in the public sector
across SSA.

The researchers were from USAID’s
Feed the Future Soybean Innovation
Lab. They note that low yields in subSaharan Africa (SSA) have resulted
in poor profitability for farmers which
has disincentivized its production.
The low yields result from a number of
factors such as the lack of improved,
adapted varieties, poor agronomic
practices, and infertile soils.

The Soybean Innovation Lab (SIL) is
a USAID Feed the Future Initiative
working to improve food security
and nutrition around the world.
SIL is a team of technical soybean
experts that provide evidence-based
innovations, tools, and technologies
across the value chain to enable
sustainable
livelihoods
through
profitable soybean production and

utilization across Sub-Saharan Africa.
These activities have been focused
on the programs of the International
Institute for Tropical Agriculture (IITA)
located in Zambia and Nigeria,
the Savanna Agricultural Research
Institute (SARI) in northern Ghana,
the Ethiopian Institute of Agricultural
Research (EIAR), and recently support
has been provided to Makerere
University. SIL’s Pan-African Soybean
Variety Trials fast-track the introduction
and testing of commercial soybean
varieties sourced from across Africa,
the U.S., Australia, and Latin America
to provide the private sector, farmers,
and processors with access to a
broader selection of seed than what
is currently available. The program
consortium leverages its role as an
independent third party and its unique
access to international, regional, and
national supplies of high-yielding and
disease resistant germplasm to swiftly
bring new varieties to market, adds
Dr. Brian Diers, SIL’s Co-Principal
Investigator and Associate Head
Professor in the Department of Crop
Sciences, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign.

Starting in just 4 countries in 2016, the Pan-African Soybean Variety Trials (PAT)
have grown to 15 countries across 76 locations with 40 public- and private-sector partners.
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According to SIL, the Pan-African
Soybean Variety Trials (PAT) is in the
process of bringing 15 new highyielding soybean varieties to market
in Ghana, Mali, Kenya, Cameroon,
and Malawi. Local seed producers
now have access to multiple varieties
for registration, multiplication, and
commercialization, rather than just one
or two aged national varieties. Breeders
and seed companies understand that
seed contracts and royalties are central
to commercialization.
Public breeders now see a new
revenue source for their breeding
programs. Private breeders see new
markets, and a low-cost way to
enter these new markets. Local seed
producers see a way forward to
improve farmer productivity.
This 3-part incentive-based structure
of the PAT is enabling countries
across sub-Saharan Africa to shift
away from seed saving practices
and towards a sustainable private
sector seed system complex that will
drive soybean development. This
incentive-based system will lead to
higher yields, profitable soybean
production, and reduced poverty and
hunger across the African continent.

Frustration from farmer saved
seeds?
According to experts at SIL, the
incentive system will flop if farmers
continue to save seed, as this practice
reduces the incentives for breeders
and seed producers. Brown bagging,
or the process of seed companies
producing and selling seed without a
license, will also reduce incentives. In
order to maintain a sustainable seed
system in sub-Saharan Africa, licensing
agreements and royalty payments are
critical. Local seed companies and
distributors must communicate with
farmers the importance of paying
royalties and will need to manage
collection. Without royalty payments,
breeders have no incentive to invest in
bringing new and improved varieties
to market. As long as breeders, seed
companies, and farmers continue to
benefit from this 3-part incentive-based
structure, high performing varieties
will become available.
Other challenges
There are unique challenges that
breeding programs in Africa have
faced in developing high yielding
varieties
adapted
to
African
environments. The latitude of most
target environments in Africa are
within 20 degrees of the equator,
therefore, breeders need to develop
varieties adaptation to these low
latitude
tropical
environments.

Because of the day length sensitivity of
soybean, the short-day length in these
latitudes results in soybean adapted
to higher latitude temperate regions
to flower and mature too early to
yield well. Therefore, germplasm with
reduced day length sensitivity needs to
be bred and selected in sub-Saharan
Africa (SSA).
In addition to latitude, breeders must
consider variation in the elevation of
production environments in Africa
as cooler temperatures at higher
elevations will slow maturity compared
to low elevation environments.
Breeding for resistance to biotic
stresses, particularly Asian soybean
rust, has been a major focus for many
breeding programs in Africa. Quoting
a lot of research done by other writers
dated 2016, the authors note that
losses caused by Asian soybean rust
can be as high as 90%. They add
that durable resistance is difficult
to achieve due to variation in the
pathogen resulting in rapid defeat of
major resistance genes.
The authors further point out that
breeders have responded to this threat
by developing varieties that have
moderate resistance or tolerance to
the disease, quoting other experts.
Another trait that breeders have
focused on in Africa is promiscuous
nodulation.

Average soybean yields from 1961 through 2017 for the top two countries in soybean
production worldwide (USA and Brazil), and the top four countries in soybean production in
Africa (South Africa, Nigeria, Uganda, and Malawi). Source: FAOSTAT July 11th, 2019
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SIL’s PAT provides a 3-part incentive system for breeders, seed companies, and farmers that
will drive soybean development across the value chain in Sub-Saharan Africa.
This trait is needed because most
farmers in Africa do not have
access to the correct rhizobium
inoculant needed for most soybean
plants to nodulate and fix nitrogen.
Promiscuous soybean can fix nitrogen
with strains of rhizobium indigenous
to Africa, making it an important trait
for resource poor farmers, according
to another researcher, H. Tefera from
IITA whose study is called Breeding
for promiscuous soybeans.

The program was initiated in 1974
using high yielding germplasm
from North America and other
regions of the world combined with
promiscuously nodulating germplasm
from Asia. The IITA breeding program
has been successful in improving the
yield of soybean varieties grown
throughout SSA and fulfills a critical
role in developing soybean varieties
adapted throughout SSA.

In another study by the IITA team,
Improvement in grain and fodder
yields of early- maturing promiscuous
soybean varieties in the Guinea
Savanna of Nigeria, the authors note
that the researchers grew a set of
soybean lines released by IITA from
1980 to 1996 in trials in Nigeria
and showed that the yield potential
of varieties increased from 1117 to
1710 kg ha-1 with a genetic gain of
24.2 kg ha-1 year-1.

Land area suitable for soybean production in Africa (IITA) and soybean breeding programs
support by the Soybean Innovation Lab
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Mung bean and Soy bean seeds. Africa has the potential to produce more seeds

In addition to the greater yield
potential, the new varieties had
reduced lodging and shattering and
improved nodulation.
The soybean variety development
program at Makerere University
has been successful in developing
varieties adapted to East Africa.
Makerere University has released
several varieties and the most recent
release is Maksoy 6N. In recent PanAfrican Soybean Variety Trials in
Uganda and Rwanda, the varieties
from Makerere University were
among the highest yielding entries
The soybean breeding programs
located at SARI and at EIAR are
relatively new and are developing
and testing new experimental lines,
but have not yet developed and
released their own experimental lines.
In addition to the public breeding
programs just mentioned, there are
also private breeding programs
that develop soybean varieties in
Africa. The company Seed Co has
a significant soybean breeding
program based in Zimbabwe and
they develop varieties that are
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adapted to many soybean growing
regions across Africa, and their
varieties and experimental lines are
performing well in the Pan-African
Soybean Variety Trials. Soybean is
a crop with great potential in Africa,
but to realize this potential, investment
is needed to develop the varieties
and agronomic practices to improve
yields in the varied environments on
the African continent.
SIL is investing in breeding programs
that develop varieties for Africa,
but even with these investments, the
overall breeding effort in Africa is
small relative to developed countries.

Breeders should be able to take
advantage of advances and
technologies that have improved
yields in other countries to make
relatively quick yield improvements
in Africa, if proper investments are
made.
For example, progress could be made
by using germplasm developed in
North and South America as sources
of high yield in breeding programs
in Africa, by increasing the number
of crops grown per year, or through
using newly developed breeding
technologies such as genomic
selection.

Local seed producers now have access
to multiple varieties for registration,
multiplication, and commercialization,
rather than just one or two aged national
varieties

‘Africa’s Best!’
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How CORAF is transforming
West African seed sector
By Yacouba Diallo I y.diallo@coraf.org

Women farmers captured in a rice farm in West Africa

Enabling Environment, Free
Movement of Seeds

Photo: Article Author

Yacouba Diallo

African farmers are facing
relentless pressure to intensify food
production. Without the critical
inputs, particularly quality seeds,
these efforts may come to naught.
A series of interlinked activities
undertaken by CORAF over the past
ten years has significantly boosted
the seed sector in West Africa, and
as a result, facilitated smallholders’
access to quality seeds of improved
varieties.
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A thriving enterprise depends
on harnessing the potential of a
large market including the free
transboundary movement of seeds,
CORAF has worked with ECOWAS
Member States to harmonize
regulations in the seed sector.
Removing barriers to the free flow
of seeds across boundaries is one
of the central tenets of this policy.
Recognizing, CORAF good track
record in promoting regional
policies in the agricultural sector
and its leadership in agricultural
technologies development, three
Intergovernmental Organizations
namely the Community of West
African States (ECOWAS), the
West African Economic and
Monetary Union (UEMOA), and the
Permanent Interstate Committee for
Drought Control in the Sahel (CILSS)
through a Tripartite agreement,
have given Mandate to CORAF to
coordinate the regional harmonized
seed regulation across West Africa.

With funding from USAID, the
World Bank, and other donors,
CORAF and partners have
made considerable progress in
supporting the implementation of
the harmonized regional seed and
seedling regulation.
With CORAF’s leadership and
support (establishment of national
instruments, training, coaching/
awareness), progress on policy
reforms is generally satisfactory
several countries are already well
advanced in the implementation
of harmonized seed regulation,
although few countries are still
lagging. And there is a need to
support them a little more so that
they can catch up with others and
be at the same level of regulatory
implementation. In addition, CORAF
supported the ECOWAS Commission
in the development of nine (9)
reference documents (implementation
executions, Manuals and catalogs
etc.) to support the implementation of
the harmonized regulation.

Group 1:
Excellent

Burkina Faso, Mali, Senegal, Nigeria, le Niger

Group 2:
Good

Benin, Chad, Cote d’Ivoire, Ghana, Togo,
Guinea Conakry

Group 3:
Fair

The Gambia, Liberia et Sierra Leone,

Group 4:
Poor

Cap Verde, Mauritania, Guinea Bissau

The engagement of the private
sector into the national seed trade
associations and the national seed
committees has contributed to
promoting dialogue between the
public-private sectors, which has been
crucial to increasing the demand and
production of seeds in the region.

Forging Collaboration Among
Public Research Institutions,
The harmonization of the regulation This was primarily due to the West Seed Businesses and Farmer
has facilitated the emergence of the
seed private sector and a regional
seed market. It has made it easy for
seed companies to trade across the
different countries in the region.
The provision of the regional
regulation instituting a single
regional seed variety catalogue
for the major priority crops has
facilitated the delivery flows of
a large varieties of seeds across
borders quicker and in larger
qualities.

...“When I started in the early
2000s, it took me more than three
weeks to transport seeds to Nigeria.
During the Ebola crises, it took
about a month. But now, it takes
my trucks under a week to go from
Burkina Faso to Sierra Leone,” ...
says Abdoulaye Sawadogo, CEO,
NAFASO, Burkina Faso...
With the coordination of CORAF, the
regional Catalogue for Varieties has
been developed and continuously
updated. The first edition released in
2016 included 1,496 varieties of 11
priority crops and the update in 2018
registered 132 additional varieties.

African Seed Program (WASP)
implemented by CORAF and funded
by USAID and other partners.

Bolstering the Private Sector

The private sector has started to
play a significant role in the West
Africa seed industry over the last
few years. In 2013, the potential
market of certified seed for West
Africa was estimated at USD 1.7
billion, but only USD 215 million
was exploited. This suggests there
is a high demand for quality seeds.
Through various CORAF-facilitated
interventions aimed at empowering
the private sector, there has been a
growth in seed demand and supply
as well as the strengthening of the
seed value chain.
The platform of the Alliance for Seed
Industry in West Africa (ASIWA),
created with the support of CORAF
plays a pivotal role in promoting
the dialogue between the private
and public sectors at regional and
country levels.

The most important is not to have access
to the best performing varieties, but to
those that best suit the objectives and
the need of farmers, their opportunities
to address concerns related to the
changing climatic situation and the
nutritional value of crops. CORAF plays
a critical role in improving collaboration
among research institutions, seed
businesses, and farmers.
One successful model is the adoption
of the innovation platform approach,
which allows value chain actors to
be involved in the process of varietal
breeding. That resulted in the release
of new hybrid varieties for crops like
maize, sorghum, and rice, taking
into account specific traits related
to nutrition, climate change and
socio-economic and environmental
challenges farmers face. Besides, a
regionalization of research efforts
through the establishment of national
centers of specialization (CNS) and
regional centers of excellence (RCE)
specialized in commodity within the
framework of programs implemented
by CORAF offers an opportunity to
optimize resources and strengthen
regional research cooperation.

With CORAF support, not only are
seed businesses seeing an increase
in profits as a result of expanding
market opportunities, but also the
smallholder farmers can access
quality seeds. For example, in
2012, the supply of quality and
certified seeds of the major cereals
and legumes was at 12 percent of
the cultivated areas. Five years after
in 2017, the rate rose to 24 percent.
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and managing resources
(human,
financial,
material),
revising
As private seed companies
“It is only when the private sector is involved
strategic
orientations
and cooperatives expand
that you will be able to produce the volume
and/or business models,
in the region and learn
of seeds needed to meet the high demand,”
developing
synergies,
to
collaborate
better
explained Dr. Abdulai Jalloh, CORAF’s Director
adopting
new
tools,
with research institutions
of Research and Innovation.
methods,
agro-ecology
providing quality breeder
based variety mapping
seeds in an environment
and recommendations and
where seeds can move
agricultural best practices.
across borders relatively
Particular attention is paid to
quickly, the chances are now getting
the training of seed producers
better for farmers to come in close These included:
and entrepreneurs to support the
(i) the consortium of
contact to quality seeds for purchase.
emergence of a robust private
stakeholders and partners,
So far, stronger partnership with
sector.
(ii) the single Regional Seed
greater involvement of the private
Committee to coordinate
sector is the best approach to deliver
CORAF capacity building approach
the implementation of seed
on the needed seed technology to
in the seed sector is inclusive
regulation,
farmers in West Africa.
and gender-sensitive with priority
(iii) the ASIWA as a more
given to youth entrepreneurs and
extensive seed stakeholder
startups. It includes the capacities
“Most of our clients demand seeds
platform, and
strengthening of the public institution
that are resistant to diseases and
(iv) Private sector mobilization
like the NARS to produce quality
through partnership with
pests and adapted to climate
breeder seed to strengthening the
AFSTA.
variability. Farmers want seeds of
private sector capacity to supply the
high-yielding crop varieties with
foundation and certified seeds.
high nutritional value,” says Stephen These mechanisms facilitated the
implementation of the regional seed
Yacouba Atar, CEO of one of
regulation and the development of
Nigeria’s oldest seed companies, seed agribusinesses.
Da-Allgreen Seeds Limited.

Improving Seed Sector
Governance

The improvement of the governance
of the seed sectors is necessary to
enable the various actors to play
their specific roles fully and to have
appropriate elements to manage
the demand and the supply in a
coordinated way.
Functional dialogue spaces at
the national and regional levels
are needed, particularly for
consultation,
identification
of
innovation needs, coherence of
interventions, and elaboration of
responses to the challenges of the
seed sector. CORAF has established
mechanisms that facilitated the
coordination of the regional seed
system.

Strengthening actors and
systems’ capacities

Considering the complexity of the
current challenges of the seed sector
and the need to develop innovative
and effective responses, CORAF
has supported the development of
new skills and competencies for
both individuals, organizations and
all the systems in general.
At the level of individual actors,
capacity building activities include
strategic thinking, good knowledge
of the structure and functioning of
value chains, technical skills, and
organizational and interaction skills
with other actors.
At
the
organizational
level,
capacity strengthening focuses
on their capacity for mobilizing

A happy farmer: CORAF supports
development of new skills among individuals,
organizations and all the systems in general.

Our ability to meet the demands of the farmers is because the research
institutions are giving us quality parental materials that respond to the
changing needs. Without CORAF, we wouldn’t have been able to afford
quality breeder seeds of such varieties,” says the CEO of
Da-Allgreen Seeds Limited, a Kano-based seed company
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SPECIAL REPORT
Crop genetics to help feed growing
African population
By Hapson Mushoriwa I h.mushoriwa@cgiar.org and John Derera I john.derera@seedcogroup.com

There are pertinent questions for crop
improvement in Africa. Will plant
breeding meet the Sub-Saharan
Africa’s (SSA) food challenge? Will
the yield gains continue to grow
in line with the population growth
rate? Basically, plant breeding is
the art, science and business of
manipulating genetics to improve
yields and quality of plant varieties
for feed, fibre, food and fuel – “the
four F targets” of the trade.

To bridge the gap for the increased
demand for food, the continent’s
production must rise by more
than 100%. Unfortunately, there
is low productivity due to limited
application of modern technology.
Precisely, productivity is way below
yield potentials – thus creating a
serious yield gap. The majority of
farmers still harvest below a ton for
all the major crops, such as cereals,
pulses and oil seeds, yet world
class and record yields have been
observed for these crops.
There are indications that maize
yield potential exceeds 20 tons,
soybean >8 tons and pulses >4
tons per hectare when proper
agronomic practices are followed
and superior crop genetics, such
as hybrids and high breeds of pure
lines are utilised.

Yield increases raise the annual
production as well as profitability
consequently reducing imports,
saving the much-needed foreign
currency in the continent. Some
breeding
programmes
have
realised fairly high genetic gains,
with equally high prospects to
obtain further yield gains in all
crops. New improved soybean
variety exhibit high grain yield
potential.
Groundnut crop in an open field

This yield gap has serious
implications for food and nutritional
security and impacts negatively on
economic growth. Part of the solution
is stead and continuous supply of
new varieties that combine high
yield potential with stress tolerance
to cope with challenges of climate
change.
Therefore, upscaling of Research
and Development (R&D) investment
is required for the long-term success,
if agriculture is to meet the challenge
of food and nutritional security, in
the continent.
The power of crop genetics should
be fully exploited to close the yield
gap in Africa. Plant breeding is a key
component of food and nutritional
security. Survival of the majority of
people in Africa relies on improved
varieties.
Economic
viability
partially depends on continuous
breeding progress which spurs
productivity. Incremental genetic
gains both in terms of grain yield
and other agronomic traits have
impacted on significant reduction of
the land required for production in
Africa.

Annually, pests and diseases cause
20-40% yield losses translating
to 1.3 billion tons of food. Plant
breeding for resistance to biotic
stresses has delivered improved
varieties that have impacted
positively on reduction of pesticide
usage
and
food
wastage.
However, continued improvement is
required in order to accomplish full
resistance to mutating pathogens,
especially in wheat. The Ug99,
a devastating stem rust disease
in wheat, has mutated 13 times
posing production challenges. New
varieties show a range of reactions
from infection with stem rust to
almost immunity.
Variety stress tolerance is key
in
addressing
environmental
challenges that negatively impact on
crop productivity. Stress tolerance
traits, such as heat and drought low
phosphorus levels, salinity tolerance
and high nitrogen use efficiency,
are packaged in the seed which
impact on agricultural production.
It is projected that the intensity and
adverse impact of these stresses are
likely to be amplified with climate
change.
The African Seed Magazine
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Plant breeding, as a professional
undertaking, was initiated around
1920 to nourish, clothe and energise
the world after the devastating effects
of the First World War. However, a
100 years later Africa has not fully
exploited the benefits of plant breeding
to secure her population. That is seed
for serious thought! Africa’s overall
population would double to reach 2.4
billion by 2050, creating agricultural
production challenge. This is the
mismatch between production and
consumption.

Breeding
institutions
including
public, private and international
research institutions should be well
supported to boost genetic gains
with global benchmarks.

This calls for both Public and Private
Research Institutions to develop
new varieties, and promote their
adoption and utilisation, especially
in the smallholder sector.
Another challenge that confronts
Africa and requiring a genetics
solution
is
the
nutritional
requirements, especially for the
poor communities with limited
access to animal derived foods.
In most parts of Africa, diets are
deficient in vitamin A, iron, zinc
and Iodine. These deficiencies
are of public health concern. One
novel and sustainable approach to
reducing micronutrient malnutrition
is to enhance the nutrient quality of
the diet through the bio-fortification
of staple crops.
Maize lines showing tolerance to drought

Majority of the small-scale farmers live
in harsh environments that experience
most of these abiotic stresses.
A significant population in SSA
consumes maize which apparently
has been threatened by heat
and drought. Therefore, drought
tolerance trait in maize is critical,
which is the major staple. Generally,
total annual consumption of maize
rain ranges between 50 and
150 kg per person, with record
high consumption in Eastern and
Southern Africa. The region has the
highest maize grain consumption as
human food in the world.
African breeding programmes have
made significant strides in breeding
abiotic stress tolerant varieties as a
mitigation factor. Adoption of new
varieties coupled with improved
management
options
reduces
yield losses by >40%. Genetics
contribute about 40- 60% of the
yield potential in seeds, while good
agronomic management accounts
for the difference.
Focus on improving abiotic stress
tolerance will contribute to adapting
varieties to climate change and
seasonal variability challenges,
such as hotter, shorter season
and increasingly drier production
environments.
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The advent of bio-fortification has
brought in impact as a cost-effective
strategy too. The International
Centre for Tropical Agriculture
made a significant breakthrough
when it launched Biofortified Dry
Bean varieties containing iron and
zinc a few years ago.
While classical breeding has
delivered today’s highly productive
varieties
in
Africa,
modern
breeding tools should be explored.
New technologies, tools and
advances in science are capable
of exploiting useful genetic diversity
for crop improvement, offer greater
precision and the efficiency of
selection is enhanced.

Prediction models short circuit
the breeding cycle resulting in
realisation of faster genetic gains.
Conclusion and the way forward
Investments in crop genetics and
timely delivery of the outputs
will contribute to alleviation of
the challenges of a growing
population amidst the yield gap,
in Africa. Adoption of improved
varieties carrying traits of economic
importance coupled with continuous
crop improvement will impact
positively on arresting challenges
of food and nutritional security for
a growing population in Africa
particularly
in
resource-limited
settings.
Ideally, there should be sufficient
investment in agricultural value
chains. Such investment should
consider, among other things,
the development of seed systems
capable of delivering the benefits
of plant breeding to farmers in
real time, regardless of their scale
of operation as well as industrial
processors and end users.
Breeding for starch, protein, vitamin
and
micro-nutrient
biofortified
varieties would be crucial.
In
addition, African governments
should come up with appropriate
policies and investment initiatives
that would facilitate private sector
investment in R&D.
Public and private partnerships
(PPP) should be encouraged to
overcome challenges of growing
food demand. The adoption of
modern breeding technologies
will deliver and accelerate genetic
gains with implications for poverty
alleviation, reduction of malnutrition
and building resilience.
Hapson Mushoriwa works at
International
Crops
Research
Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics
(ICRISAT), Bulawayo, Zimbabwe
while John Derera works at
Seed Co Group, Rattray Arnold
Research Station, Chisipite, Harare,
Zimbabwe

Soybean commercial crop at a certain stage
of development
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THE BIG READ
Seed sector challenges require
investment prioritization
By Enock Chikava | Enock.Chikava@gatesfoundation.org

Clem Sunter, the South Africa based
scenario planner, futurologist and
key note speaker once said; “the
challenge we now have is, “the future
is no longer where it used to be”.
Sunter made this statement in
reference to the big challenges
of planning in an environment of
constant complex changes.
Today, the seed business is complex,
requiring long term product pipeline
planning
and
development,
connecting to markets where
customers and competition are not
obvious and made possible by
efficient seed production, processing,
distribution, promotion and marketing
systems.
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Increasing challenges of the
seed industry

In
sub-Saharan
Africa
(SSA)
seed industry challenges become
amplified because the market is
dominated by small-scale producers
who are extremely vulnerable to
climate, economic, social and other
shocks. The challenges facing small
holder farmers, the majority of whom
are also small-scale livestock keepers,
because of climate variability and
climate change (CC) are both
increasingly evident and complex
to address. Small holder farmers
(SHF) systems are heterogeneous
and are exposed to multiple climateinduced hazards that vary spatially
and over time, at a pace projected
to accelerate. This accelerated rate
of change compounds problems
of already-limited SHF adaptive
capacity.
The other dimension is nutrition.
Achieving a sustainable food system
that can deliver healthy diets for a
growing population also presents
formidable
challenges.
Finding
solutions to these challenges requires
an understanding of the environmental
impacts of various actions.
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The readily implementable actions
include a shift toward healthy diets;
improved food production practices;
and reduced food loss and waste.
The aim is to identify a set of actions
that meet the scientific targets for
healthy diets and sustainable food
production, which will allow for a
transition of the food system attractive
to the industry for innovation,
investment and win-win partnerships
to be sustained.

Importance of Genetic Gains

Starting from here, countries in subSaharan Africa are confronted
with relatively slow growth in the
yields of strategic food crops and
a persistently low rate of varietal
turnover commensurate to the
changes in climate and dietary shifts.
Soil fertility and soil water patterns
are important factors limiting yields in
most smallholder fields and seasons,
but crop productivity is fundamentally
constrained by three factors namely
the genetic potential of generally
older crop varieties that dominate
smallholder farms; the degradation
of seed quality from recycling seed
for long periods; and the evolving
biophysical challenges to crop
varieties and landraces derived from
climate change (shifting annual and
inter-annual patterns of weather and
more extreme weather events and

Enock Chikava

research showing that increased
average growing temperatures are
decreasing protein and mineral
content, e.g. in wheat).
Many areas are experiencing shifts
in pest and disease ranges and
pressures, and the appearance of
new—and variants of old—diseases
and pests, for example, Uganda-99
Wheat Rust, Maize Lethal Necrosis
Disease, Fall Armyworm, Cassava
Brown Steak Disease, Banana Black
Sigatoka, and Tropical Race 4 of
Panama Wilt. In addition, the Food
and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (FAO) projections
show that global population growth
and demographic transition to
urban living translates into a need
to expand—without adding to
negative environmental outcomes—
total agricultural output delivered
to consumers by up to 50 percent
before the mid-21st century.

Higher crop yield potential with
greater light, water, and nutrient
use efficiencies; greater resilience
to physical stress; better nutritional
profiles with lower anti-nutrition
factors; improved postharvest traits
that could contribute to reduced losses
and longer storage; and stronger
consumer-oriented traits (taste, colour,
preparation, and cooking profiles)
are all part of a mosaic of desired
traits that modern plant breeders
work to incorporate in crop varieties.
Public and private sector actors
select, breed, register, maintain, bulk,
control quality, suppress fraud, and
deliver these crop varieties as seed
and planting materials to farmers to
produce a wide range of crops that
meet market demand.
Seed systems that work well should
deliver high-quality seed of improved
crop varieties that respond to
farmer and market needs, increase
agricultural
productivity,
and
continually evolve to deliver new

derived through a mentored selfassessment by key public and private
stakeholders in the national seed
system.

varieties as production and market
incentives and needs change.
In order to cushion the seed systems in
Africa against a myriad of challenges,
there is need to refine a hosted
system of guided and mentored selfassessment of plant breeding with
international and national agricultural
research institutions to improve
public sector buy-in for prioritizing
the use of their physical, human,
institutional, and financial resources
to modernize, speed, and improve
varietal development.

We are laying out the steps to use
a process similar in concept to BPAT
to design and test a Seed Systems
Assessment Tool (SEEDSAT) in a
beta version that could be used to
generate the public and private sector
participation needed to consistently
deliver good quality seed of improved
varieties on a sustainable basis.
With this approach, workplans, and
teams to develop the beta version
of the Seed Sector Assessment Tool
and a country engagement model to
facilitate its use to arrive at a countryowned and prioritized investment
plan to remove gaps and bottlenecks
in seed systems will be developed.

Based on our experience at Bill and
Melinda Gates, in the development
of the Breeding Program Assessment
Tool (BPAT), our recent work to
improve seed systems in Tanzania,
and a series of investigations into
early generation seed (EGS) issues
since 2015, we believe that faster
improvement in seed systems
performance can be achieved
through investment prioritization

The author is Deputy Director for
the Agricultural Development
Program at the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation.
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GENE EDITING
Nigeria’s journey towards law on genome editing
Chinyere Nzeduru | nzeduru.cv@nbma.gov.ng

In the relatively newer
modern
biotechnology techniques, such
as genome editing, the genome
of organisms can be altered by
tweaking or reordering their DNA
sequences at precise locations. Some
of these techniques, which are usually
referred to site directed nuclease
(SDN), lead to the production of
new organisms whose genomes
are altered in ways that can occur
naturally in the wild (SDN1), with no
new DNA introduced while others
have novel inserts in them (SDN2
and SDN3). The most common of
these methods is the CRISPR Cas 9.
As you read this article, there is
an ongoing global debate on the
appropriate regulatory mechanism
for genome editing activities and its
product. While a number of countries
are of the opinion that a precautionary
approach should be applied, many
authorities are of the view that organisms
obtained by Oligo-nucleotide Directed
Mutagensis (ODM), SDN-1 and SDN-2
approaches should not be considered
under GMO legislation. Those countries
that favour the former premise their
view on account of the uncertainties
and limited knowledge on the mode of
action of certain types of modifications
especially with the SDN2 method.
However others base their regulatory
decisions on whether the genome edited
product is considered as a genetically
modified organism (GMO) as defined
in the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety
(CPB). Hence the trigger for a regulatory
process, in this case, is the presence of
novel DNA sequences in the product.
Evidently, modern biotechnology, and
especially GM products, has remained
a controversial subject of unending
global debate. The very dynamic nature
of the modern biotechnology makes
regulating the industry as difficult as it
is expensive, thus according to Gale
(1993), “for laws governing such fields
to be effective, they must change, adapt,
and evolve as the field changes, adapts
and evolves”.
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The differences in biotechnology
methods, the resulting products and
the terminologies used to describe
them are inevitably confusing not
only to the public but even to those
within the field of biotechnology. The
complexity could be a significant
barrier to informed decision making
about GM crops and GM foods.
Nigeria being a member of both the
Convention on Biological Diversity
(CBD) and Cartagena Protocol on
Biosafety (CPB) domesticated the
international Instruments, hence the
National Biosafety Management Act
2015 which established the National
Biosafety Management Agency as the
National Competent Authority (NCA).
The National Biosafety Management
Agency is charged with the
responsibility
for
providing
regulatory framework, institutional
and administrative mechanisms for
safety measures in the application of
modern biotechnology in Nigeria,
with the view to preventing any
adverse effect on human health,
environment and biodiversity. The
regulatory provisions in the Act
detail the process and procedures in
dealing with modern biotechnology
activities and its products- GMOs.The
process of establishing a robust and
an enduring national biosafety system
started in 2002 with the inauguration
of the National Biosafety Committee
(NBC) made up of relevant
stakeholders, which worked in
collaboration with UNEP to develop
the Nigerian Biosafety Framework
(NBF), in 2006. The NBF consisted
of the Draft National Biosafety Policy
and the National Biosafety Bill, on
which work continued on until 2011
when it was passed by the National
Assembly. Unfortunately, due to
legislative bureaucracy, the Biosafety
Bill become time barred at the end
of the 6th Assembly and had to be
returned for further processing.

Chinyere Nzeduru

National Biosafety Management
Agency Bill was subsequently passed
by the National Assembly and signed
into Law leading to the establishment
of the National Biosafety Management
Agency (NBMA) with Dr. Rufus Ebegba
as the pioneer Director-General and
Chief Executive Officer. At the end
of four years of effective and efficient
implementation, the bill to amend
the NBMA Act 2015, enlarging its
scope to include emerging aspects of
modern biotechnology such as gene
editing/ genome editing, gene drive,
synthetic biology and biosecurity, was
endorsed by President Muhammadu
Buhari in August 2019.
Consequently, in Nigeria, processes
or products that have qualities detailed
in the definition of GMOs, in both
the NBMA Acts and the CPB, will be
subject to regulation in line with the
provisions of the NBMA Act 2015 and
the NBMA (Amendment) Act 2019.
However, some products of gene
editing using the SDN2 approach will
be considered case-by-case. Nigeria
has taken proactive steps to prepare for
this process with the development of its
National Guidelines on Gene Editing
now in its final stage of completion.
In the same vein, its workforce is
undergoing appropriate training
nationally and internationally.
The author is the director of the
department of Biosecurity at NBMA

FEATURE
Zambia takes lead in implementation of
regional seed regulations
By Dr. Watson Mwale I malimwale@gmail.com

The Zambia Seed Trade Association
(ZASTA) is a national seed
association with a membership of
22 seed companies and institutions.
The Association has close to 20
years of experience representing
trade interests of both large and
small seed companies in Zambia.
Members have invested heavily in
seed production and processing
facilities thereby making Zambia a
net exporter of seed.
However, ZASTA
members face
a number of challenges in trading
seed across the borders. This is
because seed markets in Africa are
segregated into small and large,
and also difficult to access.
The variety release procedures
have also been a bottleneck. In
each country, a new variety is
subjected to lengthy variety testing
and release procedures before seed
can be marketed. This compels
seed companies to select only a few
countries where they can release
their varieties.
To a large extent, this denies or
delays farmers’ access to new
improved varieties. In addition,
variations in national standards for
seed certification and quality control,
and in quarantine and phytosanitary
measures for seed, complicate the
trading of seed between countries
and cause difficulties for efficient
movement of emergency seed
consignments.
The differences in phytosanitary and
quarantine measures add to delays
of seed movements as inspectors
have to check for too many pests,
some of which are not of economic
importance. As a result of this, new
as well as existing seed enterprises
are discouraged from investing in
the market.

SADC
Harmonized
Seed
Regulations – Zambian Chapter

In Zambia, Harmonized Seed
Regulations System is implemented
by the National Seed Authority (NSA)
i.e. Seed Control and Certification
Institute (SCCI), a department in the
Ministry of Agriculture. The authority
registers seed production fields,
inspects the crops in line with agreed
procedures, provides SADC labels,
issues certificates and conducts post
control tests.
In order to ensure quality of seeds,
the national seed standards were set
that are in compliance with SADC
seed system through a Statutory
Instrument, SI 23 of 2018, signed by
the Minister of Agriculture in 2018.
The Zambian Government through
Seed Control and Certification
Institute and ZASTA embraced
opportunities that the Harmonized
Seed Regulatory System would
offer to the country and region at
large. Many SADC member states
expressed interest and have signed
the MoU containing the three key
technical aspects of the Harmonized
Seed Regulations.
The Zambian Government signed
a memorandum of understanding
(MoU) in 2013 and started the
process of domesticating the
harmonized seed policies (COMESA
and SADC) through enactment of
Statutory Institute (SI) 23 of 2018.
This SI allows commercialization
of varieties that are listed in the
COMESA and SADC Catalogues.
So far there are 48 varieties listed on
the SADC catalogue and 58 varieties
on the COMESA catalogue. The
majority of maize varieties listed has
also been released in Zambia and
are eligible for commercialization.

Dr. Watson Mwale

Zambia Seed Trade Association
believes that harmonized seed
market will improve access to high
quality seed for the majority of the
region’s population that depends
on agriculture for food security
and income. ZASTA, with support
from partners, has also created
awareness over SADC HSR by
doing the following;
i. Organizing/conducting
meetings or workshops
for major seed industry
stakeholders.
ii. Six (6) border post (towns)
workshops have been
conducted in Chipata
(Mwami), Chingola
(Kasumbalesa), Livingstone,
Kazungula, Chirundu and
Katete (Chanida).
iii. A total of two hundred and
forty eight (248) stakeholders
have been trained or attended
the workshops. Of these, 193
were males and 55 females.
The Country has produced certified
seed as a pilot under SADC
harmonization seed system which
was officially launched in Zambia
in March 2019. Over 400 hectares
were registered to be certified in
2018/19 season and the seed is
targeted for export under the system.
The African Seed Magazine
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On the other hand, the Regional
Plant Variety Protection protocol
has not been finalized. This is likely
to affect the listing of plant varieties
on the regional catalogue.

Photo: Uganda Seed Trade Association

Given that the Plant Variety
and Seed Principle Act is still
not yet passed, the regulations
implementation should not be
based on the Statutory Instrument
of 2018 only.
Finally, there is insufficient
documentation to support regional
listing of varieties.

Next steps

Zambia has started implementing
the harmonized seed policies and
has demonstrated commitment
towards the harmonized seed
policies.

Officials in the seed sector on a fact mission on a farm in Africa.

Field inspections were conducted by
a combined team of inspectors from
Zambia, Malawi, Mozambique,
Democratic Republic of Congo and
Kenya. Two hundred metric tons
of certified seed piloted, under the
SADC – HSR, was exported to the
Democratic Republic of Congo in
September 2019.

The place of Harmonized Seed
Regulations

The ZASTA views the Harmonized
Seed Regulations in the region as
a vehicle to first of all lower costs
for dealing with seed regulations
and faster releases of varieties.
Secondly, our association believes
that the regulations shall lead to
a more competitive seed market
with multinational and local seed
companies operating in a relatively
less bureaucratic environment to
allow for free movement of seed
and varieties.
Besides, regulations shall facilitate
the availability of high quality seed
to farmers in the SADC region as
well as make it easier and cheaper
for new and existing varieties to
gain access to SADC markets.
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We further embrace the regulations
because they will stimulate the
availability of more varieties of
seed and encourage investment in
the seed sector; encourage faster
and safer movement of seeds and
reduce costs related to seed trade;
improve cooperation in seed among
Member States and lead to a larger
and more competitive regional seed
market.

Challenges

Despite the many goodies that
the regulations will bring to us, its
implementation, apart from being
largely unknown to many people,
has experienced some challenges
as outlined herein.
First, the Charter for establishing
the SADC Seed Centre has not yet
been signed by member states. This
has delayed the operationalization
of the SADC Seed Centre which in
any case also lacks staff, making it
difficult for the region to implement
the harmonized seed policies. It is
hoped that once operational, the
Centre shall coordinate the HSR.

There is need to encourage
stakeholders and the breeders
to use the system. The country
is being used as a test case
for implementing the system
and this puts the country at an
advantageous position. There is
however, need for the country to
continue addressing the capacity
gaps that exist to effectively
implement the system.
More awareness is required on
the harmonization especially for
the seed users/agro-dealers and
to develop system for monitoring
should be encouraged.
It is very critical that if the
regulations have to function, a
SADC Seed Centre provided under
this instrument should become
functional. Once seed is produced
in line with the system, it can be
traded freely in all SADC Member
States.
The author is the Executive
Secretary, Zambia Seed Trade
Association (ZASTA)

FARMER SPEAK
In Kenya Bt Cotton is now a reality!
By Gilbert arap Bor | gilbertbor@gmail.com

My country, at long last, will join the
Gene Revolution: Farmers in Kenya
are about to plant GM crops for the
first time. This is wonderful news for
a nation whose laws until now have
denied us access to the world’s
best agricultural technologies—
and the reversal means that we are
finally embracing the solutions that
promise to deliver both economic
growth and food security to a
struggling continent.
When the government announced
the commercialization of Bt cotton
on December 19, it was like an
early Christmas present. For years,
I have called for Kenya to take this
important step. I have pleaded for it
in column after column after column. I
have spoken up at every opportunity,
using my voice as a farmer to make
the case for GM crops. Like many
Kenyan scientists/researchers and
believers in scientific capabilities, I
had also grown concerned. So many
times, it seemed as though we were
on the brink of success, only to turn
back at the last moment and delay.
The problem had nothing to do with
science or safety, and everything to
do with political willpower. Would
we ever gather enough of it to do
the right thing?
I worried that our time might never
come. But now it has. In the coming
cropping season, Kenyan farmers
will enjoy the ability to plant Bt cotton.
It carries a natural ability to resist
pests such as the armyworm and
stalk borer. During the best years,
these pests reduce yield. During the
worst, they devastate entire harvests.
Biotechnology give us a way to
defend our crops from them. Farmers
around the world have used Bt
cotton for a generation. Virtually
all of the cotton grown in India,
South Africa, and the United States
takes advantage of this product of
biotechnology.

It has allowed farmers to grow more
cotton on less land and using less
herbicides, making producers more
efficient, keeping consumer prices
low, and relieving environmental
stress. There are really no
downsides. Yet here in Kenya, we
hadn’t had the opportunity to try
it out. Although our government
has permitted research into GM
crops, it had refused to allow their
commercialization. The reasons
for the refusal are complicated but
essentially they have involved a toxic
mix of ideology and ignorance.
Now science and common sense
have prevailed. Over the next few
years, up to 200,000 Kenyan
farmers will choose to adopt Bt
cotton. As they do, they will produce
more cotton. Our country’s cotton
mills will reopen, creating new jobs.
President Uhuru Kenyatta and our
country will come closer to meeting
the goals of his Big Four Agenda.
All of Kenya will benefit. So will
much of Africa, which is full of countries
that have resisted GM technology. There
is an old saying: “When Kenya catches
a cold, East Africa sneezes.” As long as
Kenya refused to accept GMOs, many
of our neighbors also resisted. But now
Kenya has taken a cold remedy—and
there’s a good chance that other African
nations will follow. In addition to reforms
outside our borders, I’m hoping for more
innovation inside of them.
Although I am a farmer and excited
about the new opportunity to plant
Bt cotton, I won’t grow any myself.
That’s because I don’t live in one of
Kenya’s cotton-producing regions. I
grow maize and vegetables. I am
happy for my fellow smallholders
in the Coast, Eastern, Kerio Valley,
Nyanza and Western regions of
Kenya. It is their opportunity to
resuscitate their ‘dead’ cotton fields.

Gilbert arap Bor

Now that the government has taken
this critical first step with Bt cotton,
it should push forward with food
crops, such as maize and cassava.
They are staples of the Kenyan
diet. We should use the power
of biotechnology to improve our
farming, boost our harvests, and
deliver food security. Our scientists at
the Kenya Agriculture and Livestock
Research Organization (KALRO)
and other researchers have already
completed field trials in several food
crops. All that is left is the political
decision to commercialize them.
It cannot come soon enough—and
I am hopeful that once we make a
good start with Bt cotton this year,
farmers like me will gain access
to Bt maize in 2021. I’ll grow it
immediately. Then I too will gain an
important protection against pests.
But
we
can’t
stop
there.
Biotechnology can help us face so
many other challenges, including
those presented by weeds, disease,
and drought. That’s the promise
of the Gene Revolution—and I’m
delighted that Kenya finally has
joined the side of the revolutionaries.
Gilbert arap Bor, among many
other responsibilities, lectures in
marketing and management at
the Catholic University of Eastern
Africa, Eldoret campus.
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Leading from the front: Mrs Sylvia Horemans (far left) with her team at Kamano, Zambia

Profile

In this edition we share the profile of Mrs Sylvia Horemans
CEO of Kamano Seed based in Lusaka, Zambia
1. Please introduce your seed company.

Kamano Seed Company Limited was
established on 24th April 2004. We
deal in certified seed for cereals,
legumes, pulses, oil seeds and
vegetable seeds. According to seed
laws and regulations, no uncertified
seed should be sold. Zambia is
a member of the Organization
of Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD), which requires
that seed meets minimum standards.
The government of Zambia, through
Seed Control and Certification
Institute (SCCI) strictly enforces this.

2. What motivated you to start the
company?

As my late husband and I
commercially
farmed
legumes
(groundnuts, beans) and cereals
(maize, sorghum) we were engaged
by agencies, such as FAO, Care
International, World Vision, Catholic
Relief Services, among others, to
work with farmers graduating from
their seed production training.
We contracted these farmers and
founded a seed company.
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Passion to work with women
motivated us to start this seed
company. We incorporated them in
seed production, asking them to form
cooperatives or associations.

3. How has your business evolved?

We started producing sorghum,
maize, groundnuts and beans with
smallholder farmers. We processed
seed crops using simple manual
equipment (winnowing plates for
cleaning, concrete mixer for treating
and women for hand sorting).
Eventually we mechanized. Our
seasonal production has risen from
70 to 100MT to current levels of
up to 2800MT per season. We are
constrained by a limited market
but we have capacity to grow our
production to up to 10000MT.

4. What makes your company unique?

Kamano Seed is an indigenous
Zambian seed company
that
empowers and promotes women
and youth by engaging them as outgrowers. The company’s philosophies
are: integrity, motivation, mentorship

and role-modelling. We supply quality
and timely delivery on contracts and
orders. We pay attention to detail
and provide high quality certified
seed that delivers high yields, hence
increasing farmers’ revenues. We
offer nutrition trainings to help client
farmers maintain good health.

5. Please tell us about any special
programs targeting women in your
company.
As Kamano Seed, we empower
women by engaging them as seed
growers, especially legumes to
earn livelihoods. We have engaged
women within the company, from
senior management to the lowest
cadres. We also engage female
workers as casuals during busy
periods.

6. What are the key factors to building a
successful seed business in Zambia?

Besides steady capital, it requires
adherence to seed rules and
regulations.

9. What changes would you want to see in
your company today?

The capital is needed for kick starting
business – paying workers, purchasing
seed, renting or owning warehouses
and offices, transport, registration
and testing fees for Seed Control and
Certification Institute (SCCI).

We need a breeder to clean pre-basic/
basic seed distributed to seed growers
for certified seed. A breeder will help
maintain our lines and develop new
varieties besides depending on ZARI,
CIMMYT.

7. What milestones has your company,
under your leadership, achieved since
inception?
• Increased production from 100
hectares yielding 500 metric
tonnes of seed to the 1,000
hectares in 2018/2019 season
generating between 2,800 metric
tonnes and 3,000 metric tonnes .
• Released four white hybrid maize
varieties and one orange maize
variety from Harvest Plus/ZARI
in addition to open pollinated
varieties.
• We continue to produce seed crops
like groundnuts, beans soya beans,
cowpea, finger millet and pearl
millet, sorghum, irish potatoes,
sunflower, velvet, and sun hemp.
• Evolution from manual seed
processing
to
mechanized
cleaning, grading, treating and
re-bagging machines. We also
acquired a sorting band in 2018
from Ackyureck Turkey to ease
seed sorting from conveyor belt.
• Purchase of trucks for seed
transportation and distribution.
• Modern seed storage warehouse
storing up to 1000 metric tonnes
of seed.
• The number of women temporary
workers has increased from 80 in
the 2016 to 210 in 2019.
• In 2017, we bagged first prize for
selling highest volume of Orange
Maize (350 metric tonnes) in
a project run by AG Result /
Harvest, which came with a prize
of USD161,000.
• In 2019 I was recognized
amongst successful women in
agriculture under CIMMYT; and
also by Push.

8. What challenges do you face in the
seed sector that is male dominated as
a woman and how do you overcome
these challenges?
i. Being side lined by male heads of
different companies in the process
losing business:

Mrs Sylvia Horemans, CEO of Kamano Seed

Being a woman in the African
culture particularly Zambia is a
blessing mixed grill of blessings
and serious challenges. Culture
and stereotyping are responsible
for this situation where women
are not given to leadership
positions despite our leaders
trying to change these beliefs and
advocating for gender equality
some have not accepted the fact
that a woman can’t be a leader.
There are some situations in our
line of business where some
business deals or opportunities
have been lost because of
someone’s judgment that men
can do a better job than I can.
Without pointing fingers or being
specific I have encountered a
couple of business deals and lost
them because of my gender in
the years that I have been in this
industry.
ii. Being bullied by male associates
who have egos and believe
women can’t be equal to men
As role model to many young
women out there, I urge them to
believe in their dreams and do
not give in to men who are bullies
so as to push through and never
give up. As a leader you hold the
key to your own success and no
matter how many thorns you find
on your way to success, never
give up. My belief, which keeps
me and the company going is always fight for what you want.
Women should not succumb to
inferiority complex.

As we increase seed production, we
have to sell more, hence need for
more manpower to identify internal
and external markets. Marketing staff
need to be trained to get acquainted
with our system and conditions. They
will also need facilitation.

10. Apart from government, are there
other partners your seed company is
working with?
We
work
with
Agro-dealers,
international breeding institutions
(such as CIMMYT, IITA, Harvest Plus,
Ag Result, among others), other
seed companies, cooperatives and
associations, as well as individual
commercial and smallholder farmers,
among others.

11. What support do you need from the
government so that your company does
better and competes internationally?

First, to expedite payment for seed
supplied Government through the
Ministry of Agriculture and Ministry of
Community Development, Mother and
Child Health, (through Fertilizer Input
Support Program and Food Security
Pack). Prompt payment will facilitate
reinvestment in other areas of need.
The government of Zambia needs
to simplify the process of obtaining
documentation for export and import
by setting up a one-stop office
processing all required documents.

12. Please comment on regional
harmonization of seed regulations and
how it impacts seed business in Southern
Africa region.

Regional harmonization is a blessing
to seed business. It has eased export/
import movements for companies. A
one-stop documentation office housing
all parties will help avoid many
movements by companies or would-be
importers/exporters.
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I prefer bringing in a colour sorter,
a breeder and enhance marketing
function.
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AFSTA Presidency Roll Of Honour

2018 - 2019 President | Mr. Riadh Gabsi - Tunisia

2016 - 2017 President
Mr. Denias Zaranyika - Zimbabwe

2012 - 2013 President
Mr. Jitu Shah – Kenya,

2006 - 2007 President
Mr. Mark Sachs - South Africa
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2014 - 2015 President
Mr. Nicholas Goble - South Africa

2010 - 2011 President
Mr. Enock Chikava - Malawi

2004 - 2005 President
Mr. Raouf Ghariani - Tunisia

2008 - 2009 President
Mr. Marcel Kanungwe - Zambia

2002 - 2003 President (The Late)
Mr. Guy Blaise Satsa - Cameroon

2000 - 2001 President
Dr. Nathaniel Tum - Kenya

AFSTA: Celebrating
two decades of exemplary trail

A MOMENT IN TIME

Looking at the growth of the African Seed Trade
Association, I cannot help but compare it to a
famous Ibo story that narrates the story of a young
man who grew like a yam tendril planted during the
rainy season.

With all these memberships, and after various
consultations and several meetings, organized by
ISF, it was a unanimous opinion that a preparatory
meeting for the possible establishment of an African
Seed Trade Association be called.

AFSTA’s growth also reminds me of recent exploits
by our own Kenyan marathoner, Eliud Kipchoge,
who, while trying to break into the 2 hour mark in
completing the 42km long marathon race, said that
no human is limited.

ISF under Mr. Bernard Le Buanec who was the FIS/
International Association of Plant Breeders (ASSINSEL)
Secretary General, organized for the first preparatory
meeting which was held in Lilongwe, Malawi, from
8th to 10th April 1999. International Seed Trade
Federation (FIS) and ASSINSEL merged in 2002 to
form the International Seed Federation (ISF).

Yes, the story of AFSTA epitomizes these two
scenarios perfectly.
The seed industry all over the world is a very crucial
sector. This is because of all the inputs in agriculture;
none has the ability to affect food production as
much as seed.

Mr. Le Buanec is a good organizer and meticulous
planner. He managed to get various donors, seed
companies and governmental and non-governmental
organizations to come together to fund and to attend our
inaugural meeting as Africa Seed Trade Association.

For many years, various individual African countries
have had their own local seed associations and these
associations were also members of the international
seed organizations such as the ISF, ASSINSEL, OECD,
ISTA, UPOV among others. With this in mind, they
had a vision that there was need for regionalization
of the seed industry in Africa and thus this was the
main inspiration to found AFSTA.

At that time, the ISF represented by Mr Bernard Le
Buanec, American Seed Trade Association (ASTA)
represented by Mr. Mark Condon, Asia Pacific
Seed Association (APSA), Seminis Vegetables
Seeds represented by Mr. John De Graaff, Pioneer
Hibred by Mari Hall and Monsanto were some of
the partners and donor organizations who actively
participated and supported the inception of AFSTA.

Among the established seed associations in Africa
that were members of ISF were, South Africa Seed
Organization (SANSOR), Egyptian Seed Association
and Seed Trade Association of Kenya (STAK).

There were many other partners representing
international organizations such as FAO (Rome);
ICARDA (Syria); ICRISAT (Zimbabwe); IITA (Ghana)
and the World Bank (New York and Malawi).

Others were Zimbabwe Seed Trade Association,
Morocco Seed Trade Association and Senegal Seed
Trade Association. There were also many other
African seed enterprises that were members of the
International Seed Federation (ISF).

Non-governmental organizations were also very
supportive and some of them were DANIDA (Malawi),
GNIS (France) headed by Mr. Francois Burgaud, GTZ
(Zimbabwe), USAID, USDA and Iowa State University.
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The story of AFSTA, twenty years down the line
By Dr. Nathaniel K. Tum | Founding President

Delegates from West Africa in attendance at a past AFSTA annual congress

There were also various government representatives,
regional and sub regional African organizations such
as SADC, ECOWAS, COMESA etc and independent
observers who had an impact on our regional seed
trade meeting by attending and assisting in making
AFSTA formation a success. A presentation on this
was made by Mr. Vincent Gwarazimba.

Sharing of Success Stories

During this meeting all delegates actively participated
and shared their success stories which gave us a wide
insight on ideas and the motivation to form an African
Seed Trade Association. It was envisaged that the
association would grow to provide a forum for mutual
interests, interactions and information exchange within
the African seed trade industry so as to promote the
development of the emerging seed industry.
In one of the presentations, for example, we discussed
various factors limiting successful seed trade in Africa
presented by Mr. Wynand van der Walt of SANSOR.
The sessions were very lively and informative. Various
countries made their presentations and most were on
issues of seed policies, regulatory frameworks, seed
testing, access to improved varieties and on research
and development. Liberalization of trade and the
informal seed sector also featured in our discussions.
The participants deliberated on development of a
regional competitive seed industry that could be
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linked to other international seed organizations so
that the African farmers can have access to modern
seed technology and therefore good seed. All agreed
that an empowered association would strengthen
dialogue and capacity building between global seed
companies, governments and donors on how best to
extend the benefits of a regional competitive seed
market to the farmers and possible networking on
matters regarding seed sector reforms, technology
transfer and seed research and production.

Initial activities of AFSTA

An ad-hoc committee was established to ensure
that AFSTA got off on the right foot. The committee
organized and held the first meeting by March/April
2000 in Lilongwe.
It oversaw the development of the constitution and
bylaws for adoption at the General Assembly. This
was done in March 2000.
The committee also came up with a criteria for
membership and suggested that members be drawn
from all seed enterprises in the African region,
plant breeders, researchers, donor-organizations,
government agencies, public corporations, nongovernmental organizations that are involved in
seed related activities such as seed technology,
production, distribution and trade.

Discussions on possible funding, annual membership
fees and subscriptions was also a key activity by this
Committee which also identified Nairobi, Kenya as the
location for the secretariat and headquarters. Finally, it
created a management structure and their responsibilities.

Challenges at formation

In our efforts to establish the Secretariat in Nairobi,
we were met with a lot of red tapes. The bureaucracy
did not deter us and we shouldered on till we got
our current diplomatic status. Extensive lack of formal
seed sector in some countries in areas such as seed
production, storage and marketing did not make our
work easy at this formative stage and so was lack of
intellectual property protection systems and accredited
labs for seed testing and standardization.
Lack of phytosanitary and safety regulations;
Inadequate seed markets for the seed enterprises
due to various reasons including the informal seed
sectors coupled with weak seed policies in some
countries could not provide enabling environments
for consistent release of quality/new varieties and
this stifled improved production. All these issues
challenged our formative years.

Credit for AFSTA’s success

The success of AFSTA can be attributed to the
cooperation of all seed organizations that came
together to forge common approach to solving
problems and issues that arose. I wish to thank the
General Assembly, the Board of Directors, all the
executive and technical committees for standing
firm to ensure the growth of the Association. In
particular, I would like to pay special tribute to our
Secretary General Mr. Justin Rakatoarisaona and
his staff for the continuous support of the secretariat
and the implementation of AFSTA policies and
decisions at all levels. When we engaged the
Secretary General, we were sure he was the right
person for the job but his name was “too long” for
many people to pronounce. When Justin was given
the mantle to organize the seed sector way back in
2000, he started by talking and raising money. All
Justin’s talk and enthusiasm gave the rest of us what
we needed most – and that was leadership. He was
the quarterback in a drive that took us from a dream
to a reality – the reality of this fine association we
have enjoyed for nearly two decades and we will
enjoy for years to come. I must thank Justin for being
a man of action, integrity, impartiality and not just
words. He got us started, rallying many seed people
to work together to gift us this beautiful story that is
AFSTA. It would never have happened without you.
As you read this article, please join me in thanking
Justin for a job well done.

The Late Guy Blaise

Former AFSTA President – Cameroon
I would also like to pay special tribute to my late
Vice President, Mr. Guy Blaise Satsa who worked
with us tirelessly during the early years of AFSTA. Mr
Guy later became President of AFSTA and passed on
three years ago in Cameroun. We should not forget
the immense support we received from individual
governments from each African country, the
international community and the non-governmental
organizations. In a special way I thank the ISF (FIS/
ASSINSEL) led by their then Secretary General Mr.
Bernard Le Buanec who assisted AFSTA at the time
of its inception and have also continued to offer their
contribution and support. AFSTA is also indebted to
the Government of Kenya for accepting to host the
Secretariat and providing a conducive environment
and immense diplomatic support to our Association.
The seed of AFSTA was planted. It has germinated.
It now requires nurturing by all seeds-men in Africa.

Accepting change

The current leadership needs to adjust to regular
‘change’, as change is the only permanent feature
in every endeavour. As things stand now, AFSTA
has done well! However, we should not rest on our
laurels. There are still obstacles to free seed trade
in Africa. There is need to find ways and means of
addressing these difficulties objectively. The current
leadership should continue to work closely with all
seed industry stakeholders in Africa and beyond.
There is HOPE for future successes of AFSTA and to
all seeds-men let us keep in mind what the famous
Irish Poet and Satirist Mr. J. Swift (1667-1745) once
said.
“Whoever could make two ears of corn, or two blades
of grass, to grow upon a spot of ground where only
one grew before, would deserve better of mankind,
and do more essential service to his country, than the
whole race of politicians put together.”
Jonathan Swift 1727 Author Gulliver’s Travels.
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GOODWILL MESSAGES FROM
PAST PRESIDENTS
Mark Sachs – South Africa
Twenty years is but a blink
of the eye in historical
terms. AFSTA, however,
has indeed made history
in Africa in its 20 years
of existence. By being the
voice of most of Africa’s
seed trade and by hosting
an annual congress for
the international trade to
engage in matters seed
as relates to Africa each
year, AFSTA has sustainably and reliably delivered
on its most fundamental requirement – that of
providing a platform for, and indeed, representing
its membership. Security and sustainability of the
Association’s finances was probably the most
pressing issue of my tenure as President, and it is
good to see the groundwork laid in that era has
been maintained. I continue to work with Sakata
South Africa by working in and developing markets
for Sakata’s superior genetics in Africa.
By the age of 20 most entities are well established –
AFSTA is a positive proof of this belief and I have no
doubt the next 20 years will consist of the association
continuing from strength to strength.

Marcel Kanungwe – Zambia
For me, AFSTA is no
longer a teenager and
has
positively
grown
bringing together private
and public institutions
and organizations. It is
nurturing the Seed Industry
and Trade as attested
by global participants in
our affairs and in all our
Congresses. A rich content
of technology and trade has evolved over the years.
An outstanding milestone left behind was the
Livingstone AFSTA 2007 Congress which to me
was a turning point for the success of subsequent
congresses. A check list of organizational parameters
was established.
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I am happy to let all our partners and members know
that it is only death that will do me part with seed
trading and running of a nursery for vegetable and
fruit trees. Thank you AFSTA for the honour bestowed
on me of Life Member. It is gratifying to note an
increase in trading among delegates thus fulfilling
the objectives of AFSTA.

Enock Chikava – Malawi
It has been 20 years of
tremendous progress
in African Agriculture,
productivity of crops
increased, trade increased,
food security gaps are
closing and resilience
to climate change like
pests, diseases like maize
lethal necrosis disease,
droughts and floods has
improved. Behind all these improvements, there is a
vibrant seed industry that has grown – all this speaks
of AFSTA growth – membership more than trebled,
congresses attract local, national, regional and global
stakeholders. This is success!
Milestone to share? During my time in the board and
as president, we established AFSTA’s first Strategic
Plan whose implementation was facilitated by the
establishment of the committees. I am thrilled that since
then, Strategic planning within AFSTA has continued
and the committees are active. Also at the time, we
established sustainability objective through financial
reserves – this remains a good goal and AFSTA has
a permanent home, fully paid for. Currently, I am
Deputy Director, Agricultural Development Program at
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, responsible
for Innovations that Drive Effective Agricultural Systems
(IDEAS) which include the Seed Systems and Varietal
Improvement (SSAVI) and Digital Farmers Services.
So, I am very much in the seed industry and working
closely with AFSTA to catalyze and sustain country-led
inclusive agricultural transformation in SSA.
Parting shot? The next 20 years will be exciting,
many African countries will transform economically
and structurally using agriculture as the engine to
propel development, wealth creation and spur
industrial and export drive. This will happen under
conditions of climate change, population growth,
urbanization and dietary changes. Digital innovation
will revolutionize agriculture and AFSTA will play an
even greater role to facilitate investments, trade and
spur agricultural growth.

Denias Zaranyika – Zimbabwe

Jitu Shah – Kenya

It is a tremendous feeling
for any organisation to
celebrate 20 years of
its existence.
Critically
though, is the reflection
that during the 20 years,
the
organisation
has
grown from strength to
strength;
and
remain
much more relevant than
when it was formed. It’s a
wonderful experience and
augurs well for the future well-being of ASTA; the
African seed industry to provide quality seeds; and
our quest to fight hunger on our continent. I am proud
to belong to this association, and to have served it in
various capacities including president (2016 - 18).
Spearheading the formation of the Special Interest
Groups (SIGs) to tackle issues speciﬁc to ﬁeld crops
and vegetables was a very fulfilling development.
Today SIGs are delivering results to our members.

Congratulations AFSTA!
Attaining twenty years
of existence is a very
big achievement for the
African farmers and for
the African Seed Trade
in general. Over the 20
years, millions of people
across the continent have
positively
experienced
improved
livelihoods
through agriculture; industries have been created
leading to food security, entrepreneurship, economic
and social growth.

Advocacy and information dissemination are
key components of the role of AFSTA. I remain
committed and dedicated to the service of both
AFSTA and the seed industry in Africa through
AFSTA’s various programmes and my continued
involvement in the service of the Communication and
Advocacy Committee as the committee chair; as well
as inaugurating The African Seed Magazine. The
magazine is an invaluable tool in communicating
with our members. I also remain a strong advocate
of the need to seek and grow partnerships. AFSTA
needs strong and sustainable partnerships to
support its work. There is also a lot to learn from the
experiences of others at home and abroad.
In my capacity as the President of AFSTA, I had
the priviledge of working and visiting various
national governments; and regional, international
and multilateral organisations. This also included
leading a team of Board Members to meet with
USAID and the World Bank officials in the United
States of America. The interactions and visits were
very informative and insightful on how beneficial
close co-operation by all stakeholders is critical to
further strengthen the seed industry in Africa and
fighting the scourge of hunger.
Through these partnerships, successful mobilization
of financial and technical support for AFSTA’s various
programmes was undertaken.

I am truly proud to be associated with AFSTA and to
have served as the President from 2012 to 2014. I am
also happy that during my tenure, we worked hard
to ensure that the association secured her own office
premises in Nairobi, Kenya and a culture of sound
financial discipline, prudent business conduct and
valued global networks are lasting memories for me.
As we celebrate this moment, I would like to highlight
the importance of strong associations, through which
the voice of the farmer remains relevant and heard.
There is need for succession planning in these
associations to recruit, train and mentor the Youth to
find solutions to the volatile, uncertain and complex
world we live in.
More than ever before, there is need for the
stakeholders in the industry to engage constructively
and provide practical solutions to the current
challenges of climate change, emerging pests and
diseases and low soil productivity among others.
The political, policy and regulatory environment
must be friendly to seed trade; governments should
allocate more resources to agriculture and ICT in
order to engage the growing youth populations for
innovations and overall agriculture industry sustained
growth.
Nearly seven years after I left the presidency, I still
do what I love most! I am leading EASEED, SYOVA
and AGRISCOPE businesses in Eastern and Southern
Africa while engaging in various global forums
and sourcing the latest farming technologies for
our African Farmers in order to help them produce
healthier crops profitably and sustainably. We have
invested in a plant raising nursery with a capacity
of 10million seedlings per month to help farmers
increase crop productivity by about 20% to 30%.
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AFSTA story in figures

5.1m

The number
of visitors to
our website

5000

118

Active

number of
delegates at
AFSTA
congresses

12

60

Members

Countries at
Congresses

Projects
implemented

27

Affiliated
National Seed Trade
Associations
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20

Congresses
held by
AFSTA since
inception

From the archives

1

2

3

4

1. The 2017 Board Members pose for a group photo in Nairobi, 2. Former president, the late Guy Blaise Satsa is captured with a certificate of
completion of his presidency awarded to him by the AFSTA Board, 3. Ms. Josephine Okot of Victoria Seeds, Uganda, receives a membership certificate
from the AFSTA SG, Mr Justin Rakotoarisaona in a past Congress, 4. Dr. Nathaniel Tum, founder President of AFSTA during a past Congress
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From the archives

1

2

3

4

5

1. Former presidents Mr. Nick Goble, Mr. Jitu Shah and Mr. Denias Zaranyika pose for a group photo with AFSTA SG, Justin Rakotoarisaona during a
past event, 2,3. The late Oliver Mutukudzi and a dance troupe, entertain delegates at the Elephant Hills Hotel, Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe in 2015,
4. AFSTA Lifetime member, Dr. Wynand van Der Walt, makes a contribution on the floor during a past congress 5. Dr. James Onsando (second left),
former Director of KEPHIS and Dr. Dennis Kyetere of AATF pose for a group photo in Ramada Hotel, Tunis during the 2014 AFSTA Congress.
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Current AFSTA Board members

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:
Mr. Ibrahim Abdullahi (Nigeria), Mr. Zubeir Ibrahim (Sudan), Mr. Charles Miller (USA), Mr. Given Mudenda (Zambia), Mr. Azaria Soi (Kenya),
Mr. Kulani Machaba (South Africa), Mr. François Burgaud (France), Mr. Riadh Gabsi (Tunisia), Mr. Denias Zaranyika (Zimbabwe),
Mr. Mohammed Saidi (Morocco), Mr. Modou Thiam (Senegal), Mr. Justin Rakotoarisaona (MadagascaR)

AFSTA Board members at its formative stage
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STANDING FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:
Dr. Wynand van der Walt - South Africa, Dr. Vincent Gwarazimba - Zimbabwe, Mr. Charles Price - Malawi, Mr. Getahun Alemu - Ethiopia, The late Mr. Obongo
F. 6Nyachae
- Kenya
Issue no.
March 2020
SITTING FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:
Mr. François Burgaud - France, Mr. Justin Rakotoarisaona - Secretary General, Dr. Nathaniel Tum - Kenya, the late Mr. Guy Blaise Satsa - Cameroon and Mr. Mark Condon - USA

AFSTA Lifetime Members

Dr. Nathaniel Tum
Kenya

Dr. Bernard Le Buanec
France

Mr. Mark Condon
USA

Mr. Francois Burgaud
France

Mr. Wynand van Der Walt
South Africa

Mr. Marcel Kanangwe
Zambia

Mr. Dominic Gitau
Kenya

Mr. Amadou Djigo
Senegal

Mr. Mark Sachs
South Africa

AFSTA Secretariat
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AFSTA Secretariat. Seated from left Mercy Bor (Accountant), Grace Gitu (Technical Officer)
Standing from left Zachary Oracha (Office Assistant), Jusin Rakotoarisaona (Sec. Gen),
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Aghan Daniel (Communication Officer) & Charles Nyachae (ICT Officer)
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Picture Speak
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1. The AFSTA Congress 2019 Guest of Honour, Prof. Hamadi Boga, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Kenya is shown around the
exhibition booths, 2,3,4. Delegates at the congress take time to listen and network with each other in Mombasa
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Picture Speak
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1. AFSTA President, Mr. Riadh Gabsi, giving his welcome remarks to the delegates at the official opening ceremony of Congress 2019,
2. The Master of Ceremonies of the day, Mr. Kinyua M’Mbijiwe welcomes delegates to AFSTA 2019 Congress in Mombasa,
3. Mr. Rakesh Kumar Jain of Malav Seeds Pvt, India, receives first runners up award in the booths category from AFSTA President,
Mr. Riadh Gabsi in 2019, 4. A delegate shares ideas during discussions at the 2019 congress
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Picture Speak
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1. The AFSTA leadership led by the President follow keenly a presentation at the National Seed Trade Associations (NSTAs) meeting
2. Caught on camera: Traders do what they love to do best at trading tables rooms, 3. GNIS (France) representative Mr. Francois Burgaud,
right with other delegates, 4. Ghanaians at the NSTAs meeting in Mombasa, 5. Mr. Soumeila Maiga, an AFSTA board member follows the
proceedings at the NSTAs meeting
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Picture Speak
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1. A section of delegates at the opening ceremony, 2. Part of the Egyptian delegation at the Mombasa congress, 3. Former AFSTA president,
Mr. Jitu Shah of EASEED and Mr. Michael Keller, Secretary General of ISF share a light moment at the congress, 4. ALL EARS: A delegate pays close
attention to the congress proceedings, 5. A seed company representative contributes during a plenary session, 6. National Organising Committee
(NOC) Chair, Mr. Kassim Owino, shares a joke with AFSTA Secretary General, Mr. Justin Rakotoarisaona during the gathering
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Picture Speak
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1,2. Ushers and AFSTA secretariat mann registration desks in Mombasa, 3,4,5,6. Exhibitors as captured on camera,
7. Dr Yacouba Diallo of CORAF makes a contribution to a discussion at the Congress
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Picture Speak
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1,2. Delegates take time to sample local delicacies at the gala dinner sponsored by Corteva, 3. Ushers pose for a photograph with a cake from
Corteva during the gala dinner, 4. SEEDAN President, Mr. Richard Olafare, goes cultural in a local Kenyan Maasai shuka, 5. Winners of the best
booth award, Kenya Seed Company, take a moment to show off their certificate, 6. Mr. Charles Miller, board member and Mr. Riadh Gabsi,
AFSTA president with their spouse, 7,8. AFSTA dinner usually offers moments for dance and music
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AFSTA Members

Private seed companies (43 Full members)

Hygrotech International (Pty) Limited
1 Gerhard Braak Street, Pyramid 0120
P.O. Box 17220 – Pretoria North 0116, South Africa
Tel: 27 12 545 0100 , Fax: 27 12 545 0099
Email: haberoode@hygrotech.co.za
Contact Person: Mr. Habé Roode (General Manager)
Rose Craemer: credit@hygrotech.co.za (Assistant)
Bayer Kenya Ltd
Westcom Point Building, Mahiga Mairu Avenue
(off Waiyaki Way), Westlands, Nairobi, Kenya
Tel: +254 730 705 000/1/2/4, +254208600301
Contact Person: Laurent Perrier Country Commercial Lead
Bayer East Africa
laurent.perrier@bayer.com
Pannar Seed (Pty) Limited
P.O. Box 18, Greytown 3250, South Africa
Tel: +27 33 413 1131, Fax: +27 33 413 1261
Email: panseed@pannar.co.za
Contact Person: Mr. Nicholas Goble
(Managing Director)

East African Seed Co. Ltd.
P.O. Box 45125 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya
Tel: +254 20 - 555369/652101-4/
Email: info@easeed.com, Website: www.easeed.com
Contact Person: Mr. Jitu Shah (Managing Director)

Klein Karoo seed marketing
P.O. Box 159, Oudtshoorn 6620
Tel: +27 44 272 8223, Fax: +27 44 272 3719
Cell: +27 82 550 8992
Email: lomo@gellman.co.za
Contact Person: Mr. Lomo van Rensburg

Whitnev Investments t/a Advance Seed
P.O. Box 414, Krugersdorp 1740, South Africa
Tel: 27 11 762 5261; Fax: 27 11 762 4111
Email: seedjhb@iafrica.com
and Brad@advanceseed.com
Contact Person: Mr. Bradley Lever

Kenya Seed Company
P.O. Box 553, Kitale, Kenya
Tel: +254 54 31909-14
Fax: +254 54 31604,30385,31775
Email: info@kenyaseed.co.ke, md@kenyaseed.co.ke
Contact Person: Mr. Azariah Soi

Bayer Malawi Ltd
Area 29, Kanengo Industrial Site, Kanengo, Lilongwe,
Malawi
P.O. Box 30050, LILONGWE 3
Tel: +265 1 710144, Fax: +265 1 713547
Contact Person: Mamati Tembe
Country Commercial Lead
Southern African Countries, +27 11 921 5652
mamati.tembe@bayer.com
Seed Co International Botswana
Pioneer Hi-Bred Seeds Ethiopia
P. O. Box 47143 Phakalane, Gaberone, Botswana
P L C 113, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
Tel : +267 391 1907, Fax : +267 391 1830
Tel: +251 1 510 155, Fax: +251 1 510 155
Email: dennisza@seedco.co.zw
Email: fisseha.zeru@corteva.com
Contact Person: Mr. Dennis Zaranyika
Contact Person: Zeru, Fisseha
Simlaw Seeds
Pioneer Hi-Bred RSA Pty ltd
P.O. Box 40042, Nairobi, Kenya
4th Floor Outspan Building
Tel: +254 20 21 50 66/7, Fax: +254 20 33 22 19 1006 Lenchen Avenue North; Centurion
Email: info@simlaw.co.ke and david@simlaw.co.ke
P.O. Box 8010; South Africa
Contact Person: Mr. David Kiplagat
Tel: +27 12 663 4999; Fax: +27 12 663 4974
(General Manager)
Email: tony.esmeraldo@corteva.com
Contact Person: Esmeraldo, Tony
TROPICASEM
Starke Ayres (Pty) Ltd
BP 999 Dakar, Sénégal
P.O. Box 13339, Northmead, 1511 South Africa
Tel: +221 832 05 05; Fax: +221 832 05 36
Eppindust 7475 – Cape Town, South Africa
E-mail: tropicasem@sentoo.sn
Tel: 27 21 534 3231 +27 (0) 11 748 3585
and amadou.sarr@tropicasem.sn
Fax: 27 21 534 2429
Contact Person: M. Amadou Sarr
Email: headoffice@starkeayres.co.za
Edelweiss@starkeayres.co.za
Nereshnee@starkeayres.co.za
Contact Person: Ms. Edelweiss Smith and
Mrs. Nereshnee Moodley
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AFSTA Members
Capstone Seed South Africa (Pty) Ltd South Africa
Tel: +27333304474, Fax: +27333303252.
Email: andrew@capstone.co.za
Contact Persons: Mr Andrew Taylor and Philip Taylor

COTUGRAIN
Lot N°9 - Zone Industrielle- Saint Gobain 2014
Mégrine - Tunis - Tunisie
Tel: +216 71 426 313, Fax: +216 71 426 644
Email: cotugrain@gnet.tn
Contact Person: Adel Ghariani

RMG GHANA LTD
No. 14 Narku Ipan Road, Airport Residential Area
(next to Nyaho Clinic), Accra
Tel: 0243-200-667 or 0302-73-458/9;
+233 24 40 00 00
E-mail: maxwell.mensah@rmgconcept.com
Contact Person: Mr. Maxwell Mensah
Joana Asante: joana.asante@rmgconcept.com

Misr Hytech Seed INT
2,Nagib Mahfouz st. Nasr City, Cairo Egypt
Tel:+202 22755041/2278509;
Fax: +202 22755043
Email: Raman.sehgal@hytechseed.com
Contact Person: Raman Sehgal

Semagri
BP 5655 Douala; Cameroun
Tel: +237 33 47 52 41, Fax: +237 33 47 52 46
Email: semagri@semagricmr.com and landry.
tchonang@ semagricmr.com
Contact Person: Mr. Landry Tchonan

Neema Agricole du Faso (NAFASO)
P.O. Box 3240 Bobo-Dioulasso 01; Bobo-Dioulasso,
Burkina Faso
Tel: +226-20-98-00-65/20-96-63-27; +22670318425
Email: nafaso@yahoo.fr
Contact Person: Mr. Abdoulaye Sawadogo
General Manager
Prime Seeds Pvt Ltd – Zimbabwe
Zambia Seed Company
P.O. Box 35441 Lusaka Zambia
318 Hillside Road, Msasa
Harare, Zimbabwe
Tel: +260 211 243762; Fax:+260 211 248028
Email: Zamseed@zamnet.zm; seed@zamnet.zm
E-mail: office@primeseed.co.zw
Contact Person: Mr. William Ranby Kassim Owino
Contact Person: Mr. William R. Smith
United Seeds CCP – South Africa
CIMBRIA East Africa Ltd – Kenya.
P.O. Box 101385, Moroleta Park, 0044, South Africa Muiri Lane 10, Off Langata Road
Tel: +27 832308444/ +27 836471146
P.O. Box 24580 - 00502 - Karen, Nairobi, Kenya
Fax: +27 865657090
Phone: +254 20 891 567 / +254 722 374 329
Email:drgaborbarla@gmail.com
Fax: +254 020 815 5730
Contact Person: Dr. Barla-Szabo Gabor
E-mail: steen@cimbria.co.ke; info@cimbria.co.ke
and Mr. James Wickens
Contact Person: Mr. Steen Andersen
Kannar Earth Science Pty Ltd – South Africa
The Lane Trading – Commercio Geral
Address: P.O. Box 4630 Edenvale 1610 South Africa Rua 21 de Janeiro S/N Morro-Bento, Angola
Tel No. +27 11 372 4700, Fax No. +27 11 372 4710 Tel: +244923345297 and +244912509088
E-mail: Lyle.Peters@kannar.co.za
E-mail: pereira2.ngola@gmail.com
Website: http://www.kannargroup.com
and preirangola@yahoo.com.br
Contact Persons: Mr. Lyle Peters and Elsabe Butler:
roquegoncalves@gmail.com
Elsabe.Butler@kannar.co.za
Contact Person: Pereira Ngola (Director General)
MRI Seed Zambia Ltd
Bayer South Africa
Plot No 5255 Mukwa road
Africa Cluster Head Quarters: Bayer (Proprietary) Ltd
P.O. Box 33088 Lusaka Zambia
27 Wrench Road, Isando, 1600, South Africa
Tel: +260 211244766; +260977771195
+27 11 921 5911
E-mail: info.mriseed@syngenta.com
Web: http://www.bayer.co.za
Contact Person: Mr. Given Mudenda
Kobus Steenekamp, Country Commercial Lead
kobus.steenekamp@bayer.com
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Bayer Zambia Ltd
P.O. Box 37131
Plot 10103, Mumbwa Road, Lusaka, Zambia
Fax: +260 211 286 449, Tel: +260 211 286 451
Contact Person: Mamati Tembe
Country Commercial Lead
Southern African Countries
+27 11 921 5652
mamati.tembe@bayer.com

Bayer East Africa – Kenya
Thika Rd/Outering Rd, Ruaraka
P.O. Box 30321 - 00100 GPO, Nairobi, Kenya
Tel: +254 20 8600 301/+33 4 72 85 47 99
E-mail: damien.viollet@bayer.com,
mathias.mondy@bayer.com
Contact Person: Damien Violet & Mathias Mondy
Tel: +254 20 8600 342
Fax: +254 20 8600 010, Mobile: +254 715 407326
E-mail: monicah.john@bayer.com

Africasia Seed Company Ltd
P.O. Box 7419, ARUSHA, TANZANIA
Tel: +255 683 00 9018
Email: dilipglobal@gmail.com
and dilip@africasiaseed.com
Contact Person: Mr. Dilip Gokhale

Victoria Seeds Ltd – Rwanda
P.O. Box 3679, Kigali, Rwanda
Tel: +256783 275 660 and +256 722 094 975
Email: jo-seeds@victoriaseeds.com and skabagenyi@
victoriaseeds.com
Contact Person: Mrs. Sylvia Kabagenyi

AGRO ASTEL Suarl
Adresse: BP 49 OUROSSOGUI SENEGAL
Tel: +2213396610 50 and +22133776391268
Email: mndiade@orange.sn, agroastel@gmail.com
Contact Person: Dr Mamadou NDIADE
SEMAFORT (Semence Fort Afrique)
01 BP 168 Bobo-Dilasso RS 01
Tel: +226 64 07 34 09, Tel: +226 57 17 86 86
Email: bruno.tinland@live.be
stecieyada@gmail.com
or stephanie.yada@semafort.com
Contact Person: Mr. Bruno Tinland
and Mrs Stéphanie Yada

Bodor Sarl
Adresse: 51, zone industrielle Berrechid, Maroc
Email: d.morabit@bodormaroc.com; communication@
bodormaroc.com and s.kasbaoui@bodormaroc.com
Contact Person: Mr. Driss Morabit, Directeur Général
TOP MOUNTAIN
BP 20889 DAKAR SENEGAL
Tel: (+221) 77 644 65 12; (+221) 77 270 28 93
and (+221) 33 836 50 77
Email: info@topmountainsn.com
gerant@topmountainsn.com and msytop@gmail.com
Contact Person: Mme Mariame Sy Top

Maslaha Seeds Limited
Plot 87, Rijia Road, Industrial Estate,
Gusau, Zamfara State, Nigeria, P.O. Box 63, Gusau
Tel +2348062774866, +234838051923
Email: maslahaseeds@yahoo.co.uk
and dansadau@hotmail.com
and sadidansadau@gmail.com
Contact Person: Managing Director
Mr. Sadi Suleiman Dansadau
Sahelienne d’Entreprise de Distribution et d’Agro-Business
(SEDAB), BP 5661
Tel: +221 33 832 56 09
Email: Thiamodou@yahoo.fr
Contact Person: Mr. Modou Thiam
Advanta Seed International
P.O. Box 10032-00100 Nairobi, Kenya
Tel: +254 787 413 881
Email: Sudhakar.h@advantaseeds.com
Contact Person: Mr. Shudhakar Hanumanthappa

Dal Innovative Agriculture
Kilo 8 Wad Medani Road
P.O. Box 56, Khartoum, Sudan
Email: samia.asam@dalgroup.com
and Mario.wolvaardt@dalgroup.com
Contact Persons: Mr. Sami Mohammed Adam and Mr.
Mario Wolvaardt

CEST Seed Production Ltd
P.O. Box 48-BN-09010 Mogadishu, Somalia
Tel: +252 615562894, Fax: +252 619522797
Email: ceo@cest.so
Contact Person: Dr. Khalid Omar
Sakata Southern Africa
P.O. Box 160, Lanseria 1748, South Africa
Tel: 27 11 701 3305, Fax: +27 11 701 3335
Email: Lindsay.Campleman@sakata-eu.com
Contact Person: Mr. Lindsay Campleman
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AMPROSEM
B P 1156, Lot II 4 H Besarety, Antananarivo
101Madagascar
Tel: +261330704347 or +261340754347
Email: ofmata@moov.mg
Contact Person: Mr. Eddy Randrianatsimbazafy

Association des Producteurs Privés des Semences du
Niger (APPSN), Rue 61 Porte 223 Kouara Kano
P.O. Box 11239, Niamey, Niger
Chairman: Mr. Issoufou Maizama
Email: mmaizama@yahoo.fr and ashasalifou@yahoo.fr
Tel: +227 96489268 and +254796403975

Chambre Nationale Syndicale du Commerce des
Semences et Plants (UTICA)
17 rue Abderrahmane Jaziri, Tunis 1002, Tunisia
Tel: 216 71 34 76 71, Fax: 216 71 34 76 71
Email: seeds.tunisia@yahoo.com
Contact Person: Mr. Riadh Gabsi

Egyptian Seed Industry Association (ESIA)
Manasterly Towers No.5, 14th Floor aprt.4,
ElBahr AlAzam Road GIZA, Egypt
Tel:+202 2617 9234/5, Fax: +202 356 97975
Mobiles: +201001000335 / +20114 119 2577
Email: eg.esia@yahoo.co.uk
& abdrabouismail@hotmail.com
Contact Person: Dr. Abdrabou Ismail

Union Nationale des Producteurs des Semences du
Burkina Faso (UNPSB), 01 BP 3240
Bobo Dioulasso, Burkina Faso
Email: inooued@yahoo.fr, unpsburkina1@yahoo.com
Tel: +226 6665 6516
Contact Person: Inoussa Ouedraogo

Seed Association of Nigeria (SEEDAN)
C/o Premier Seed Nigeria Limited
Chikaji Industrial Estate, P.O. Box 1673, Zaria
Tel: +234 69 33 48 04/331630
Fax: +234 69 33 32 02
Email: richard.savannahseeds@gmail.com
Contact Person: Mr. Richard Olafar
Seed Trade Association of Kenya (STAK)
South Africa National Seed Organisation (SANSOR)
P.O. Box 2581 - 00202, Nairobi, Kenya
P.O. Box 72981, Lynnwood Ridge 0040
Tel: +254 20 258 71 62, Fax : +254 20 271 36 71 Pretoria - South Africa
Cell: +254 710 575207
Tel: 27 12 349 1438, Fax: 27 12 349 1462
Email: stak@stak.or.ke and duncan.onduu@stak.or.ke Email: genman@sansor.co.za; lukeshni@sansor.co.za
Contact Person: Mr. Duncan Onduu
Contact Person: Dr Lukeshni Chetty
Tanzania Seed Trade Association (TASTA)
P.O. Box 12033, Arusha
(Kibo Seeds 255 0272 503259), Tanzania;
Tel: +255 27 250 3264, Fax: +255 27 250
8508Email: bobshuma08@hotmail.com
Contact Person: Mr. Bob Shuma

Union Nationale Interprofessionnelle des Semences (UNIS)
Immeuble CNRAT, Hann Marinas Cité ISRA Appartement B1
BP: 5461, Dakar Sénégal
Tel: +221775019414
Email: thiamodou@yahoo.fr
Contact Person: Mr. Modou Thiam

Uganda Seed Trade Association (USTA)
Ganesh Plaza, Entebbe Road
(Office number -L4 SHOP 6), just after Conrad Plaza.
P.O. Box 29726, Kampala, Uganda
Tel: +256 772 601803/+256 701 601803
Email: usta@usta.ug and nelsonmasereka@gmail.com
Contact Person: Mr. Neslon Masereka

Zambia Seed Trade Association (ZASTA)
Stand No. CT2 - PAZ Building,
Showgrounds - off Nagwenya Road,
P.O. Box 390033, Lumumba Post Office,
(+260) 211258646, Lumumba Road, Lusaka, Zambia
Email Address: zasta@zasta.net
Contact Persons:
1. Dr. Watson Mwale, +260 977780497
Email: malimwale@gmail.com
2. Constance S. Namwali, +260 977 147117
Email: constance_sj@yahoo.com
Fédération Nationale Interprofessionnelle des
Semences et Plants (FNIS)
5, rue Oum Errabie, App.n°4, 3ème Etage, Agdal- Rabat.
Tel: 05.37.68.25.17 Fax : 05.37.68.25.07
E-mail: m.elbedraoui@gmail.com
Contact Person: Mrs. Mariam El Bedraoui

Zimbabwe Seed Trade Association (ZSTA)
5, Wimbledone Drive, Eastlea, Harare, Zimbabwe
P.O. Box A 1906, Avondale, Harare, Zimbabwe
Email: amwashareini@gmail.com
Contact Person: Mr. Amos Washaireni
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Association Interprofessionnelle des Semences du
Congo (AISC)
Tel: +243 9923853
Contact Person: Mr. Pierre Bukasa & Mr. Richard Mula
E-mail: bukasapierre@gmail.com
and secretariat.aisc@yahoo.fr

Association Semencière du Mali (ASSEMA)
B.P. 2336 – Bamako
Avenue l’Artois, Porte 443 N’Golonina
Commune 2 – Bamako
Tel: 223 221 36 43; Fax: 223 221 36 43
E-mail: a.assema@yahoo.fr and nakoshifr@yahoo.fr
Contact Person: Laya Dolo
Ethiopia Seed Association (ESA)
Seed Trade Association of Malawi (STAM)
P.O. Box 30050, Lilongwe 3, Malawi
Addis Ababa – Ethiopia
Tel: +265 01 710144
Tel: +251 1 510 155, Fax: +251 1 510 155
Email: staminformation@gmail.com
Email: lemmades2014@gmail.com and melaku.
Contact Person: Mr. Supply Chisi
Admassu@pioneer.com
Contact Persons: Dr. Lemma Dessalgne
and Mr. Melaku Admassu
Seed Trade Association of Sudan (SSTA)
Seed Trade Association of South Sudan (STASS)
Munuki Block B, Along Suk Libya – Suk Melsia Road Tel: +249912132121
E-mail: sudsta1987@gmail.com, sud.seedasso@yahoo.com
Tel: +211917157197 / +211926512468
Contact Person: Mr. Mahmoud Seddon or Dr. Alfadil
Email: seedtradeassociation@gmail.com
Contact Person: Mr. Isaac Woja Enock
M. Baraka
National Seed Trade Association of Ghana (NASTAG) ANASEB (Seed Association of Benin) Cotonou
E-mail: anasebj@yahoo.fr
P.O. Box CT 7256, Cantonments - Accra, Ghana
Contact Persons:
Tel: +22995066747
Contact Person: Mrs. Isabelle Ahouandjinou
Augusta Nyamadi Clottey, Executive Secretary
Info@nastag.org/nastaghana@gmail.org /
augusta.clottey@gmail.com
(+233) 208510838 /200783218/ 0302950741
Mr Thomas Wilfred Havor, President
Yonifah@yahoo.com, +233 208714626
Association Nationale des Entreprises Semencières du National Seed Association of Rwanda (NSAR)
Burkina Faso (ANES-BF)
B.P. 2632, Kigali
07 BP 5300 Ouagadougou 07 Burkina Faso
Tel: +250788308678 and +250788748077
Tel: +22678527842
Email: ninnocentagriseeds@gmail.com
E-mail: anesbf@yahoo.fr and issaka_kolga@yahoo.fr and ignanyiri@yahoo.fr
Contact Person: Mr. Issaka Kolga
Contact Person: Innoncent Namuhoranye
Seed Trade Association of South Sudan (STASS)
Munuki Block B,
Along Suk Libya – Suk Melsia Road
Tel: +211917157197 / +211926512468
Email: seedtradeassociation@gmail.com
Contact Person: Mr. Isaac Woja Enock

Seed Associations/ Seed Companies from Outside Africa (Associate Members)
American Seed Trade Association (ASTA)
225 Reinekers Lane, Suite 650 - Alexandria – Virginia
22314 – 2875, USA
Tel: 1 703 837 8140, Fax: 1 703 837 9365
Email: alavigne@betterseed.org
and aStruxness@betterseed.org
Contact Person: Mr. Andy Lavigne (President and
CEO) and Abigail Struxness

GNIS
44 rue du Louvre
Paris 75001, France
Tel: 33 1 4233 5112, Fax: 33 1 4233 2774
Email: Francois.BURGAUD@gnis.fr
Contact Person: Mr. François Burgaud (Directeur des
Relations Extérieures)
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Vikima Seed
Industriparken, DK-4960 Holeby, Denmark
Tel: +45 5460 7010; +45 2335 8119
Fax: +45 5460 7021
Email: vikima@vikima-seed.dk and dilip
Contact Person: Ms. Rikke Møller Karkov
(Area Sales Manager)

Technisem France
Zone Anjou Actiparc de Jumelles
49160 Longue Jumelles, France
Tel: 33 1 6996 0343, Fax: 33 1 6996 8601
Email: technisem@technisem.com
and melanie.chichery@technisem.com
Contact Person: Mr. Ronan Gorin
(General Manager) et Mr. Melanie Chichery
Tokita Seed Company Limited
Syngenta Seed Care
1069 Nakagawa, Saitma-Shi
P.O. Box 233, Dielsdorg 8257- Zurich, Switzerland
Saitama-Ken 330-8532, Japan
Tel: 41 1 855 8342, Fax: 41 1 855 8719
Tel: 81 48 686 7235, Fax: 81 48 688 1167
Email: piotr.szalacha@syngenta.com
Email: ttokita@tokitaseed.co.jp, mgotoh@tokitaseed.co.jp Contact Person: Mr. Piotr Szalacha Piotr
Contact Person: Mr. Mark Goto
(Chief, International Division)
Bejo Zaden B.V.
Enza Zaden B.V
P.O. Box 50 – Trambaaan 1, 1749 ZH
P.O. Box 7, 1600 AA Enkhuizen, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 228 315 844, Fax: +31 228 315 960
Warmenhuizen, The Netherlands
Email: info@enzazaden.nl or H.Bakker@enzazaden.nl Tel: +31 226 396 162
or J.Panman@enzazaden.nl
Fax: +31 226 396 346
Email: A.Dekker@bejo.nl
or M.de.Voogd@enzazaden.nl
Contact Person: Mr. Michel Voogd or Mr. Jan Panman Contact Person: Mr. André Dekker
Bakker Brothers
Agro-Tip Handels
Noord-Scharwoude, The Netherlands
und Zinnhuete 17, 21255 Tostedt, Germany
Tel Office: +31 226331355, Tel Cell: +31 630020220 Zinnhuete 17, 21255 Tostedt, Germany
Fax: 31 226 317641
Tel: + 49 4182 95909 - 0, Fax: + 49 4182 95909 - 20
Email: coen@bakkerbrothers.nl
Email Address: info@agro-tip.de
Contact Person: Mr. Coen Niesten
Contact Person: Mr. Hartmund Gries
Plantum NL
P.O. Box 462, The Netheralands
Tel: +31 (0)182 688 668
Fax: +31 (0)182 688 667
Email: a.vandenhurk@plantum.nl, n.louwaars@plantum.nl
Contact Person: Niels Louwaars

HM Clause Veg
Rue Louis Saillant
26800 Portes Les Valence – France
Tel: + 33 4 75 57 57 57, Fax : + 33 4 75 57 57 90
E-mail: lydie.montredon@hmclause.com
Contact Person: Ms. Lydie Montredon

Indo-American Hybrid Seeds (India) Pvt Ltd.,
Post Box.No. 7099, 7th KM, Banashankari-Kengeri
link Road, Sy.No: 13/4,14, Channasandra,
Rajarajeshwari Nagar (Post) Bengaluru-560098
Tel: +918028611499 / +918028611450
Fax: +918028612912
Mob. No: +9198440914442
Email: santosh@indamseeds.com and hema@
indamseeds.com iahs@indamseeds.com
Contact Person: Mr. Santos Attavar

Rijk Zwaan Export B.V
P.O. Box 40, 2678 ZG DE LIER, The Netherlands
Burg CreZeelaan 40, 2678 KX DE LIER,
The Nertherlands
E-mail: e.van.der.klugt@rijkzwaan.nl
Contact Person: Mr. Edwin van der klugt

Safal Seed & Biotech Ltd
P.O.Box A-2 OLD M.I.D.C , JALNA INDIA
Tel: +91-2482-244000, Fax: +91-2482-230398
Email: safalseeds@rediffmail.com
Contact Person: Mr. Kamal O. Zunzunwala

Sygenta Foundation For sustainable Agriculture
Schwarzwaldalee 215
CH-4002-BASEL,Switzerland
Tel: +41 61 323 73 33, Fax: +41 61 323 72 00
Email: george.osure@syngenta.com
Contact Person: Mr. George Osure Kena
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Takii Europe B.V.
Postal Address: Hoofdweg 19, 1424 PC Dekwakel,
The Netherlands Company Tel: +31(0)297-345700
Contact: Mr. Stive Niyungeko
Country: The Netherlands
Email: sni@takii.eu

Limagrain Group (Vilmorin and Co)
Biopôle Clermont Limagne rue Henri Mondor 63330
Saint Beauzire France
Tel: + 33 415 400 108 / +33 473 634 313
Fax: +33 473 634 004
E-mail: frederic.savin@limagrain.com and valerie.
guenaud@limgrain.com
Contact Person: Mr. Frederic SAVIN

Euralis Semences – France
Avenue Gaston Phoebus, 64231, Lescar, France
Tel: +33 5 59 92 38 38/+33 5 59 92 39 82
Fax: +33 5 59 77 60 31
Email: jean-pierre.dufourcq@euralis.com
Contact Person: Mr. Jean Pierre Dufourcq

Known - You Seed Co., Ltd
No 114-6 , Zhuliao Road, Dashu disctrict, Kaoshiung
84043, Taiwan
Tel: +886 7 651 9668, Fax: +886 7 652 3491
Email: afri@knownyou.com, morrison@knownyou.com
Contact Person: Mr. Morrison Lin

ICS France
ZA Croix-Fort 12 Rue du Soleil, 17220 La Jarrie France
Tel: +33 5 46 35 2828, Fax: +33 5 46 35 28 29
E-mail: cf@ics-agri.com
Contact Person: Mrs. Celine Fiorelli
Seed Processing Holland B.V.
P.O. Box 32
Tel: +31 228 353000, Fax: +31 228 35001
E-mail: sylvia.jorritsma@seedprocessing.nl
Contact Person: Ms. Sylvia Jorritsma
Jack Boon Jack.Boon@seedprocessing.nl

Hazera Seeds Ltd
Beruriam, M.P Shikmim, 7983700 Israel
Tel: +97288508815
E-mail: info@hazera.com and nili.snir@hazera.com
Contact Person: Jawdat Badawieh
BASF SE
Speyerer str 2, 67177 Limburoerhof, Germany
Tel: +4915254911865
E-mail: santiago.bosch-cabral@basf.com
Contact Person: Santiago Bosch

Overseed Srl
Via Brigenti, 15, Agna PD, Italy
Tel:+39 049 538 1270
E-mail: info@overseed.eu
Contact Person: Salvatore Occhipinti
East West Seed Thailand
Contact Person: Porntipa Niyalanon
50/1 M.2 Sainoi-Bangbuathong Road, Sainoi,
Nonthaburi 11150 Thailand
Telephone: +6628317700, Fax: +6629237794
Email: porntipa.niyatanon@eastwestseed.com
and bert.vanderfeltz@eastwestseed.com
Contact Person: David Kinyanjui Wainaina, Business
Development Manager – Africa, david.wainaina@
eastwestseed.com, www.eastwestseed.com

GSN Semence
Rue de la Menoue, 32400 RISCLE (FRANCE)
Tel : +33 5 81 23 80 00, Fax : +33 5 81 23 80 01
Email : gsn@vivadour.com
Contact Person: Mr. Bernard Nabarro
Union Française des Semences (UFS)
17 Rue de Louvre, 75001 Paris France
Tel:+33 1 53 00 99 30; : +33 (0)1 53 00 99 37
Fax: +33 1 53407410, Mob : +33 679470909
E-mail: rachel.blumel@usf-asso.com
Contact Person: Mrs Rachel Blumel, Secretary General

KWS SAA SE
Finanzbuchhaltung, Postfach 13 63
37554 Einbeck – Germany
Email: henning.vonderohe@kws.com
Bettina.Haussmann@kws.com
Tel: +49 5561 311-245, Fax: +49 5561 311-95245
Contact Person: Dr. Henning von der Ohe and
Dr. Bettina Haussmann

S.A.I.S s.p.a
Società Agricola Italiana Sementi
Via Ravennate 214, 47521 Cesena (FC) Italy
Email: sais@saissementi.it and nicola@saissementi.it
Tel: +39547384250
Contact Person: Mr. Nicola Satini

Solynta
Dreijenlann 2, 6703 HA Wageningen
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 638 095 274
Email: charles.miller@solynta.com
Contact Person: Mr. Charles Miller

INCOTEC – South Africa
P.O. Box 19999, Ashburton, South Africa 3213
Tel: +27 333 861560/1; Fax: +27 333 861474
Email: ISA.Admin@incotec.com
tertia.erasmus@incotec.com
Contact Person: Dr Erasmus Tertia
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FELTRIN SEMENTES LTDA
RUA TOMASO RADAELL, nro 368, Farroupilha, Rio
Grande do Sul, CEP 95170-226, Brazil
Tel: +55 5421904400
Email: filipe.colombo@feltrin.com.br
and bagattini@sementesfeltrin.com.br
Contact Persons: Mr. Filipe Colomo and
Mr. Edimilson Luiz Bagattini

NOVA GENETIC
Zone Anjou Actiparc de Jumelles
49160 Longué-Jumelles (France)
Tél : + 33 (0)2 41 38 39 39
Email : florine.poiroux@novagenetic.com
Contact Person : Ms Florine Poiroux

PETKUS Technologie GmbH
Röberstr. 8 / 99848 Wutha-Farnroda, Germany
Tel: +49 36921 98 0
Email: info@petkus.com
Contact Person: Peter HÜSER
Kalash Seeds Pvt Ltd
Mantha road, Maharashtra Jalna 431203, India
Tel: +912482244000
Email: info@kalashseeds.com
Contact Person: Mr. Chethan Indavara Nagesh

Syngenta Vegetable Seeds
P.O.Box 2, 1600AA Enkhuizen, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 228 366 411
Email: petervander.toorn@syngenta.com
Contact Person: Mr. Toorn Petervander
Trust Seeds Co. Ltd.
12-15 Salamah Al Adawi St., Amman 11910, Jordan
Tel: +962 5358555, Fax: +962 5358550
Email: info@trustseeds.com and k.omar@trustseeds.com
Contact Person: Mr. Khaled Omar

Malav Seeds Pvt. Ltd.
Durga Seed Farm (RGD.)
Malav House 221, Gumasta Nagar, Indore 452 009 172 industrial area, Phase-1, Chandigarh, India
(MP) India
Tel: +911722650193 and +911722656954
Fax: +911722656954
Tel: +919827033215 and +91 7312481115
Email: info@malavseeds.com
Email: durgaseedfarm@gmail.com
Contact Person: KaranMahajan
Contact Person: Rakesh Jain
Pula Advisors GmbH
Oberdorfstrasse 44, 8753-CH Mollis, Switzerland
+254723903279, info@pula.io
Contact Person: Mr. Hussein Kiarie (hussein@pula.io)

Service Providers (5 Members)
SEEDS2B Africa Ltd
P.O. Box15928- 00100, Nairobi
Tel: +250-20-271-0590; +254-704-205-856
george.osure@syngenta.com and Stella.Nyamwathi_
Kimani@syngenta.com
Contact Person: Mr. George Osure
World Vegetable Center
East and Southern Africa
P.O. Box 10, Duluti, Arusha, Tanzania
Tel: +255 27 2553093/2553102; Ext 121
Fax: +255 27 2553125
Contact Person: Dr. Gabriel Rugalema
E-mail: gabriel.rugalema@worldveg.org
African Agricultural Technology Foundation (AATF)
P.O. Box 30709-0100, Nairobi, Kenya
Tel: +254 20 4223700
Email: aatf@aatf-africa.org
Contact Person: Dr Denis Kyetere, Executive Director
Number of countries in AFSTA (39 countries)
- 27 African countries, - 12 countries outside Africa
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International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid
Tropics (ICRISAT)
ICRISAT - Nairobi, UN Avenue, Gigiri
P.O. Box 39063 – 00623, Nairobi, Kenya
Tel: +254-20 722 4566, Cell: +254 720 351 323
Email: c.ojiewo@cgiar.org
Contact Person: Dr. Chris Ojiewo
African Fertilizer and Agribusiness Partnership (AFAP)
P.O. Box 53, Rivonia, Johannersbourg 2128
Tel: +27118447320
E-mail: info@afap-partnership.org
Contact Person: Jason Scarpone
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Why join AFSTA?
Joining AFSTA is a long term investment and
the benefits of becoming a member include:
1. Visibility: Member company’s logo is listed on AFSTA website and linked to the
website of the members.
2. Directory listing in the African Seed Magazine: All members’ contact addresses
are published annually in the African Seed Magazine distributed during the annual
congress and is also available on line.
3. Provision of up to date information on seed matters: You will have information
on the seed industry in Africa regularly through our quarterly electronic newspaper
(E-Review) and Flash News sent from time to time when important news on the seed
industry come up
4. Access to our website: All AFSTA members are given a user account with
username and password to access the AFSTA website. Once logged in using these
credentials (username and password), you will be able to offer seed items for sale.
5. Low Congress Fees: Members pay lower rates when registering to AFSTA annual
congresses
6. Official introduction: New members are officially introduced at the AFSTA General
Assembly which gives them a lot of visibility, given Membership Certificates and have
an opportunity to make a short speech during the event
7. Networking: AFSTA offers members more opportunities to network with the African
seed business people and companies hence opportunity to expand own business in
the continent.
8. Platform to share experiences: Members use AFSTA as a platform to share
experiences, show case their products and discuss issues that improve their
businesses and trade in high quality seeds.
9. Knowledge: AFSTA members get the opportunity to appreciate the various linkages
and use them to improve their seed businesses.
10. Integration: The annual congresses venue rotates among the member countries and
this offers members an opportunity to interact and learn from the diverse cultures in
Africa.
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At QBS, foundation
seed multiplication
is our business.
YOUR INVESTMENT:
(Y) cents
RETURNS:
(Y) = 25,000,000 kernels
WHY QBS?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Financial Resources
Competent Staff
Technical Capacity
Quality Control
Economies of Scale
Conﬁdentiality
Production
Cold Storage Facilities

Make every kernel count. Put it in the right hands.
The Finest Parent Seed for Africa
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Visit our booth 23 at AFSTA Congress 2020 from 2nd - 5th March

